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Overview of the Project

At the outset of this report, a review of the general

strategy for the conduct of the present project will be pre-

sented. As indicated in the first anrual report, there are

four components to the organizational plan for this investi-

gaLion. First, a model of reading must be identified which

includes a description of subskills that may be present in

skilled readers and which are acquired by most normal readers.

Second, criterion referenced tests must be constructed to

c.eaztre each of these component subskills. Third, normal and

disabled readers should be compared in terms of their perfor-

mancc on the component subskills. Analyses of cognitive

deficiencies of disabled readers should also be conducted

with other procedures. Research paradigms drawn from the

literature of visual information processing and psycholinguis-

tics may be used. This information will amplify the unique-

nesscs of disabled readers which aro illustrated by their

performance on the tests of reading subskills. Fourth, from

the newly discovered information regarding the nature of the

acquisition of subskills and the cognitive deficiencies of

disabled readers curricular procedures for disabled readers
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should be developed. These methods may be pilot tested and

rigorously evaluated in field tests. The current annual report

will describe the progress made in each of these aspects of

the organizational plan. Also included is a description of

the collaborative research erforts in which the staff from the

project are involved and a description of the d'.e.lemination

of our findings and results.

Model of Reading.

Since the model of reading which is used for the frame-

work'of this investigation was presented in the first annual

report, a description of the model will not be presented here.

Little change has been made in our perception of the model

and we have continued to use it as a foundation fer the con-

struction of tests and analysis of reading subskills.

Measurement 011(115LIREILAWAJA.

Progress in the measurement of reading subskills has been

substantial this year. In the first year of the project a

preliminary version of the Kennedy Institute Phonics Test (KIPT)

was developed. The measure was administered to s group of

disabled readers and two contrast groups of normal readers) as

described in the previous report. Based on that investigation

substantial revisions and improvements on the KIPT have been

made. Of the original fifteen subtests on the KIPT, eight

hove been retained. One of the original subtests was eliminated
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due to low reliability. Four were eliminated due to redundnncy

with other subtests as indicated by their high intercorrela-

tions and similar degrees of difficulty; and two were elimi-

nated due to their low value for instructional purposes. The

revised versa on of the KIPT h-s ten subtests. The new measures

are designed to assess capability with consonant vowel combi-

nations both in the production and recognition nodes.

The final list of subtest is: 1) Wnole Word Production-

Special Rules, 2) Nonsense Word Production, 3) Long Vowel Word

Production, 4) Short Vowel Word Production, 5) Consonant Vowel

Production, 6) Letter Sound Production, 7) Letter Naming,

8) Nonsense Word Recognition, 9) Consonant Vowel Recognition,

and 10) Initial Letter Sound Recognition. Each subtest repre-

sents a carefully specified domain of reading stimuli. These

domains, which were vague in the first version, have been

clarified. The domains are described in detail in the pre-

liminary manual of the KIPT which is included as appendix 1

of this report.

The domains are defined by phonological categories. In-

spiration for these categorieb was drawn from the computer

charting of phonological rules by Venezky (1970). For example,

In the Short Vowel Word Production Subtest all the words con-

tain the vowel sounds that occur in the following words: bat,

bet, bit, but, dot. There is no restriction on the letters

thfit mly he used to represent he vowel sounds in these words
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That is "head" may occur since it contains the same vowel sound

as "filet ". In the Long Vowel Word Production Subtest vowel

sounds of the words include the sounds which occur as follows:

tape, meet:, kite, tune, boat. There is no restriction of the

letters that may be used to represent these sounds. For exam-

ple, "might" could occur since the vowel sound is the same as

that of "kite ". Thus regularities of grapheme-phoneme cor-

respondence are not considered in this taxonomy of reading

stimuli.

The current version of the Kennedy Inst4' Phonies Test

contains four parallel forms. Each of these forms has ten sub-

testu with items for the forms being drawn randomly fr'm the

domains that are specified in the preliminary manual. In

addition to the generation of these forms, the preliminary

manual was written this year. This manual includes the

rationale for the test, description of how the subetsts were

constructed, the limited available technical information and

detailed directions for administration of the measure.

To my gratification I believe that the KIPT is worth

publication. Support for that belief comes from the 25 or 30

requests that we have received from large school districts

for systematic use of the test. I have initiated a contact

with Consulting Psychologist Press for negotiations of the

publication of the KIPT. The psychometric support for this

teat, however, is not sufficient yet and publication now
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would be premature. I have requested $5000 from the Consulting

Psyeholocist Press to support a research assistant one-half

time for a year, who will collec. necessary data to estab-

lish the reliability of the revised subtests and the equality

of difficulty in the four parallel forms. The estaWAIhment

of validity of a criterion- referenced measure is a controver-

sial topic. Although this criterion-referenced test has self-

evident face validity, efforts will be made to establish empirical

documentation for the relevance of this test to reading alag-

nosisand instruction. A copy of the available materials

including the preliminary manual and the four parallel forms

are eaelosed as appendices 1 and 2.

It is intriguing that the subtests, of the KIPT are rank

ordt.rad in difficulty in a very consistent manner for normal

and disabled readers alike. At present a doctoral candidate

at Johns Hopkins University is conducting a dissertation on

the hierarchical analysis of reading subskills using this

measure. He is conducting a Guttman scale analysis and an

experimental transfer test of the hierarchical nature of these

subtests. Since that work is currently in progress, it will

be reported in next year's annual report.

Stnce the decoding skills in the KIPT appear to form such

a clear hierarchy, it was decided that the possible presence

of a compreheesion hierarchy should also be explored. To

examine whether there Is a lecIrnine: hierarchy in reading com-

prehension for normal and disabled readers a lengthy investigation
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was undertaken. An attempt was made to measure component

skills of comprehension and to determine whether these skills

are arranged,in a hierarchy of difficulty. The tasks used to

explore this issue were: 1) Sight Vocabulary. This test

included forty items with four alternatives. The subject's

task was to identify the alternative which has the closest

meaning to the stem. 2) Sentence Reading Comprehension. The

measure used to assess this skill was the maze task which was

previously used in the Spencer Projects (Guthrie, 1973b).

3) Oral Reading. This task consisted or requiring subjects

to read isolated words aloud. 4) Sentence Listening Compre-

hension. This task was parallel to the Sentence Reading Com-

prehension except that the materials were read aloud to the

children and their answers wcrc given in a response lade simi-

lar to the Sentence Reading Comprehension. 5) Sentence Reading

Comprehension (Questions) . Tnis task attempted to assess the

,Thildren's ability to answer questions (of four categories)

which were posed for sentences that were presented in para-

graph format. These five tasks were given to a normal group

of 24 second graders and a group of 24 disabled readers who

attend the Kennedy School. The groups were matched on I.Q.

and reading level but were obviously different in chronologi-

cal age.

From a measurement viewpoint the efforts were successful.

The reliability with the KR-2I formula for all of the tasks
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for normal readers ranged from .85 to .98. One exception was

the Sentence Reading Comprehension (Questions) task which had

a reliability of .73, probably due to its reduced numiver of

items. The reliability for disabled readers on these tasks

ranged from .83 to .97. The exception in this task was also

the Sentence Reading Comprehension (Questions) task which had

a reliability of .79. All of the tasks were moderately cor-

related with Gates-MacOinitie Comprehension Test performance.

These"correlations indicate that while the subtests appear to

be related to reading they are not correlated at such a high

level that one may assume that they are measuring the same

ability as the standardized reading test. Intercorrelation

among tasks for normal readers ranged from .66 to .86; and the

into correlation for disabled readers ranged from .21 to .90.

Although most of these intercorrelations were substantial,

they were not so high as to Indicate that the tasks were sim-

ply measurements of the same underlying skills.

Measurement of reading subskills in reading comprehension

requires more than the establishment of reliability and low-

to-moderate subtest intercorrelation. If the concept of a

hierarchy of subskills is to be successful, differential diffi-

culty of the tasks must be established and the criterion of

positive transfer between successive subskills must be met.

Essentially this effort requires the comparison of normal and

disrzbled readers in the array of tasks which have been closer:11nd
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previously. Consequently, the efforts to measure components

of the reading process and the comparison of normal and dis-

abled readers on these components were both included in t.lis

investigation.

Couarison of Normal and Disable,. Readers.

The learning hierarchies for good and poor readers were

compared with two methods. First, the difficulty of each of

the tasks for both groups was assessed. For normal readers

the rank order was such that Oral Reading was the easiest,

Sentence Listening Comprehension and Sentence Reading Compre

henston were significantly more difficult and did not differ

from each other; and Sentence Reading Comprehension (Questions)

and Sight Vocabulary did not differ from each othc.r and were

significantly more difficult than the previous set of skills.

For poor readers the hierarchy was substantially different.

Sentence Listening Comprehension, Oral Reading and Sentence

Reading Comprehension were similar to one another. Sight

Vocabulary was significantly more difficult and Sentence

heading Cemprehensien (Questions) was significantly more

difficult than all the other skills.

A Guttman Scaling Analysis of the learning hierarchies for

the two groups was undertaken, This analysis revealed that

normal readers had a Guttman scale consisting of: Oral Reading,

Senonce Listening Comprehension, Sentence Reading Comprehen-

sion and sentence Reading Comprehension (Questionu). The
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reproducibility of this scale w4.7,. .94, which is substantial.

For poor readers the hierarchy consisted of: Sentence Reading

Comprehension, Oral Reading, night Vocabulary and Sentence

Reading Comprehension (Questions). Tht reproducibility of this

scale was 1.00. This high reproducibility means that the order

of difficulty was consistent for all subjects on all tasks.

It ie noteworthy that the learning hierarchies of the two

groups are differen both in terms of the skills which are

Included and f.n terms f the order of skills which both groups

have in common. Among p r readers Sentence Reading Compre-

hension (Questions) was a u iquely difficult task for about

one-third of the group indica ng that answering questions

poses a markedly high challenge 'or disabled readers. This

hierarchy informatior will be used a basis for construction

of curriculum sequences to be used in the Kennedy School and

to be pilot tested in the coming year. Further details of

this investigation are presented in the paper entitled,

"Learning Hierarchies in Reading Comprehension" which is

included as appendix 3 in thi.71 report.

Comparisons between normal and disabled readers on a

varictty of tasks Wlich are pertinent to the reading model

have been conducted. In one study, (Guthrie & Seifert, 1973),

normal and disabled readers were given measures of oral

reading proficiency and sentence reading comprehension. In

sury, the results of this experiment were that poor readers
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were worse than normal readers when they were matched on Sight

Vocabulary. The poor readers were inferior on both Oral

Head ng and comprehension, although their inferiority in com-

prehension was more marked thin their difficulty in Oral

Reae....ng. Normal children who read aloud with only moderate

proficiency understood at least some of the material. However,

poor readers who made even a few errors while reading the words

in tt,e passage aloud did not comprehend the material at the

most elementary level. It is clear that assessing, teaching

and monitoring reading comprehension is particularly important

for poor readers. Details of this experiment are reported in

a paper entitled, "The Maze Technique for Assessing and Moni-

toring Reading Comprehension", which has been accepted for

publication in The Reading Teacher, a publication of the Inter-

national Reading Association.

Also included in the manuscript described in the previous

paragraph is a description of how the maze technique may be

used by classroom teachers to assess the progress of children

in reading comprehension. Suggestions are given about how to

redirect comprehension teaching in a manner that,will be sen-

sitive to the children's learning abilities. The publication

of this article represents a substantial effort to disseminate

the results of our work to classroom teachers and other prac-

titioners in the field of reading who may be able to make use

of our results. This paper is included as appendix 4.
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As an analysis of the comparative skills of normal and

disabled readers in visual identification of word constituents

(letters), phonemic extractlsn of sounds from words and seman-

tic coding of words was conducted by a post doctoral

Rick Stelnheiner, who worked under my direction. One result

of his investigation was that semantic targets (words) were

identified faster than letter targets which were in turn iden-

tifJ,-)d faster than phonological targets while reading normal

text materials. These results confirm the findings of other

investigators, (Cohen, 1970; Smith & Haviland, 1972). Data now

point to the conclusion that, in reading, the word is encoded

as a "Gestalt" from which specific graphic information may

then be extracted, along with the s..gmentation into pronounce-

able sequences. Rather than constructing a word from its

letters it would appear that the word is the unit of analysis

from which more refined information (semantic, graphic, phono-

logical) is segmented. Our results tend to support the con-

tention of Smith (1973) who suggests that "meaning can be

extracted from sequences of written words independently of

their sounds, and in fact meaning must be compreiended if

sounds are to be appropriately produced". (Page 78).

An intriguing relationship between performance on the

search tasks in disabled readers and a reading matched control

group was found. The disabled readers were more proficient

in identification of single letters than this contrast group,
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but they were significantly less proficient in the extraction

of sounds. In addition, the disabled group and this normal

control group were similar in the identification of semantic

targets. These. facts combine to indicate that disabled readers

rely less heavily than normal readers on the sounds of words

for the extraction of meanings. Disabled readers rely more

heavily on graphemic structure of words fel, derivation of

meaning than normal children. In other words disabled readers

adopi; a compensatory strategy in reading. Since they cannot

decode words into sounds as readily as normal children, they

learn how to derive meaning directly from the graphological

cues that are available. However, tnis compensatory strategy

does not permit disabled readers to read as well as children

their sane age, since their performance on the semantfc search

task in this study was significantly inferior to that of an

age matched control group. Information on this study is con-

tained in a manuscript entitled, "Scanning Times Through Prose

and Word Stfings for Various Targets by Normal and Disabled

Readers", by Steinheiser & Guthrie. This paper has been

accepted for publication in Perceptual and Motor Skills and
e

is enclosed as appendix 5 in this report.

An investigation of the visual perception and phonologi-

cal coding skills of normal and disabled readers was conducted

by Rick SteinIseiser with my guidance in the past year. In

this stwly very simple tasks were used with the sensitive
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measure of reaction time as the dependent variable. Children

were presented two words with the vowel sounds underlined such

as head and bead. The words were presented simultaneously.

ChIldren were asked, in one condition, to say whether the

underlined portions looked the same. This is a simple task of

matching visual forms. In another condition the children were

asked to indicate whether the underlined portions of the words

soundd the same. They pressed a button to indicate whether

they thought the items were the same or different in both con-

ditions. The visual processing (physical match) of disabled

readei,s was relatively good, being better than that of reading

match controls and inferior to that of age match controls.

However, the phonological coding (sound match) of disabled

readers was markedly deficient. Their reaction times were

more than twice as long as those of reading match controls

which were in turn more than twice as long as those of age

match controls. The conclusion of this study was that while

poor readers appear to receive the information visually with

the relatively good efficiency their ability to extract sounds

from the accurately perceived letters is remarkably poor.

This study is included in a manuscript entitled,"Adequate

Visual Encoding Followed by Poor Phonological Encoding As A

Source of Reading Disability", and it is enclosed as appendix

6 in this report.
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Surrlary of Co' ni.tive Deficiencies of Disabled Readers.

Our studies are accumulating to give us an intriguing pic-

ture of the cognitive deficiencies of disabled readers. The

reading model that we are rely:*.ng on (following Mackworth,

1971) contains the four stages: 1) visual representation,

2) coding, 3) storage in memory, and 4) response production.

Previously we outlined the "system model" which contends that

those four components are acouired in a dynamic, interdepen-

dent manner rather than an independent fashion (Guthrie,1973a).

Development of one of the processes facilitates development of

the others.

Not only does our previous paper (Guthrie, 1973a) provide

evidence for this view, but the recent studies also support

it. The investigations reported in immediate preceding para-

graphs all found that disabled readers were inferior to their

age matched controls on all tasks. This would be predicted if

one assumes that a deficiency in one basic process reduces

development in other processes and leads to a generalized

retardation in basic cognitive operations that are relevant

for reading. However, comparison of disabled readers with

children matched with them on reading level provides an indi-

cation of relative strengths and weaknesses of cognitive

processes. With these comparisons one or more outstanding

cognitive deficiencies can be observed. What we observe by

comparing disabled children to rea.:ling matched controls is
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that they are adequate on the first component of the reading

process i.e. visual representation. This evidence derives

from two separate investigations by Steinheiser and Guthrie.

Other data in the field (Noener & Schumsky, 1973 and 'Sent &

Fesl,acn, 1970) do not contradict this position.

The second phase of the reading process, i.e. coding,

may be divided into phonological and semantic coding opera-

tions. Disabled readers appear to be deficient in phonolo-

gical coding. In both of the Steinheiser and Guthrie studies

and in the Guthrie and Seifert (1974) study the ability of

disabled readers to derive sounds from printed materials was

demonstrated to be deficient. Phonological coding is a com-

plex operation and further study is needed to determine whether

this deficiency is derived frLm deficiencies of phonemic seg-

mentation, memory for auditory materials or grapheme-phoneme

correspondence skills.

Although our data is not complete on this issue, semantic

coding of disabled readers appears to be adequate. In the

Steinheiser and Guthrie Study (1974) the disabled reader's

ability to identify semantic targets in passages, was equal to

that of reading matched contrast groups. In the Guthrie and

Seifert, (1974) study, the sight vocabulary of disabled readers

was actually superior to that of reading matched controls.

heedless to say, we do not know the units that are involved in

semantic coding. Such coding may occur at the word level, two
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word level, phrase level, etc. It is clear that the semantic

interpretation of sentences is deficient for disabled readers

(Guthrie, 1973b). Analysis of this deficiency will require

complex investigations. We do not know the roles of the many

var:ahles of semantic and syntactic cues in sentences, retrieval

of knowledge and information from memory that interacts with

the information in the sentence, and the effect of phonologi-

cal distortions in reading on meaningful processing of the

sentences.

The fourth component of the pocess which consists of

reading response production and expectancy responses have not

been fully analyzed. Preliminary indications are that reading

response production is norma1 since subjects could identify

periods in one of the fist ;asks in Steinhoiser and Guthrie

paper (See appendix 5), and since the speech of disabled

readers is usually tested to be normal.

Development and Evaluation of_Instructional Principles.

A fundamental purpose of this project is to develop in-

stri.ctional concepts and principles for the remediation of

children with reading disability. The fourth stage of the

organizational plan for the study consists of the development

and evaluation of instructional principles. 3ased on a model

of reading, tests which are developed to measure reading sub-

skills in the model, and information that is derived from the

comparlon of normal and disabled readers, our instruction
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should be more effective than traditional approaches.

The primary area of instructional development has been the

construction of a hierarchical mastery procedure for teaching

decosiing skills. The need for carefully engineered instruc-

tion in this domain issues from our evidence that phonological

decoding of disabled readers is severely deficient. The

teaching strategy that appears to be effective is based on

the hierarchy of decoding subskills that are defined by the

subtests of the Kennedy institute Phonics Test. Our teaching

strategem is simple. We administer the Kennedy Institute

Phonics Test to children individually. A profile provides

an immediate basis for the initiation of instruction. Skills

that the child has mastered above the 905 proficiency level

are not taught. The least difficult skill which has not been

learned to the 905 proficiency level is the starting point

for instruction. For example, a child may have a proficiency

profile consisting of Single Letter Sounds, 95%; Consonant

Vowel Sounds, 905; Short Vowel Word Production, 705; Long

Vowel Sounds, 305; Nonsense Words, 205; Whole Word Produc-

tion, 15%. In this case, the teaching would be,initiated

with short vowel words. This domain of decoding would be

taught to proficiency of 90% accuracy. At that point, instruc-

tion in long vowc1 words would be started and would continue

until mastery level was obtatned.

To provide a preliminary evaluation of the effectiveness

of the hierarchical mastery teaching procedure, a comparison
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between progress of children in the Kennedy School and progress

of children in remedial reading programs in public schools was

undertaken. In September, 1973 twenty-two children in the

Kennedy School were assigned to the hierarchical mastery pro-

cedure in decoding. The children were taught in the :ollowing

manner. The Kennedy Institute Phonics Test was administered

to each child at the outset of the school year by the research

assistant. The profiles were given to the teachers and chil-

dren with similar profiles were grouped together. Teaching

was initiated on the reading subskill which was the least com-

plex in the hierarchy that had not been mastered (90% profi-

ciency). Children were taught this subskill to mastery level

and the next highest skill in the hierarchy was then taught.

,Each of the subskills was taught in sequence until the hier-

archr of ten subskills had been completed. Children were

taught for a period of forty minutes per day in teacher-

pupil ratios of 1:4 and 1:2. All of the teachers were staff

of the Kennedy School who are certified as Reading Specialists

and have been trained in this school. The materials used for

instruction were constructed by the teachers and include many

games to facilitate the acquisition of specific readilg sub-

skills. Selected subtexts of the KIPT are given periodically,

i.e. about every two weeks, in order to assess progress.

Children in the Baltimore County Public School System

were compared with the Kennedy School children. There are
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two schools which specialize exclusively in reading disability

that are sponsored by Baltimore County. The twenty-two chil-

dren in the Kennedy School were matched with twenty-two chil-

dren in these two public school programs. The mean ages of

the Kennedy School children And public school children were

10.21 and 10.27, respectively with standard deviations of 1.232

and 1.231. The reading levels on the Oates-MacOinitie and the

Metropolitan Achievement Tests were 2.41 and 2.35 for the

Kennedy School and puOlic school respectively with standard

deviations of .39 and .32. Thus the age and reading levels of

the children did not differ qignificantly. In a larger inves-

til;ation we have determined that the I.Q. socio-economic level

and sex distribution of the children in these three schools

does not differ. The program used in the public schc,1 con-

sisted of a teacher-pupil ratio of 1:3 and 1:7 during reading

class. The reading period was sixty minutes in length. In

addition children received tutoring on a based teacher-pupil

ratio of 1:2 for one-half hour approximately three times a

week. The methods of instruction were eclectic. Teachers

were given information regarding the child's I.Q., reading

level, auditory, visual and kinestetic strengths and weak-

nesses. Teachers used a linguistic approach emphasizing

Palo Alto materials, Merrill readers and Lippincott basals.

Phonics instruction, word knowledge training, comprehension

in2truction and modified Orton-1111inrtam and Fernald tech-

Wclues were used dependinr upon the teacher's ongoing

dia.mosis.
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The results of.the comparison were that the reading level

in Cates-MacOinitie Vocabulary Test for the Kennedy School

children at the end of the year in May, 1974 was 3.29 grade

level with a standard deviation of .73. The reading level

for the public school chiloren at the end of the year was 2.69

grade level and the standard deviation was .56. The differ-

ence between those grade levels is statistically significant

(t te 3.04, df = 42, p g.01). The Kennedy School children made

a mean gain of .88 years whereas the public school children

made a mean gain of .34 years in reading vocabulary. Thus our

program produced more than twice as much growth as a model

program in an affluent public school with a very similar stu-

dent population. A more detailed description of tai compari-

son will be forthcoming in the near future. The evtr'ence from

this camparison is provocative. The hierarchical mastery

approach for remediation of disabled readers in decoding appears

to be potent and warrants careful experimentation in the

future. We would like to design an educational experiment

to validate the principle of hierarchical mastery instruction

for reading disabled children. Such research encounters a

host of methodological difficulties and will require consider-

able investment in time and money. However, we are in a posi-

tion to validate an educational principle and to thereby

identify a mode of operation which may be used by mary differ-

ent professionals in many different educational environments.
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A pilot program for instruction in reading comprehension

was initiated in September, 1)7:, with 16 children in the

Kennedy School. This program consisted of simultaneously

monitoring three skills that are related to reading comprehen-

sion. The hierarchical mastery procedure which is used in

decoding was also used in this comprehension teaching strategy.

The three skills included were: Oral Reading, Sentence Reading

Compl.ahension, and Paragraph Comprehension. It was speculated

that these skills would form a hierarchy such that a child

would have to be able to read a given passage orally before he

coulLi understand the sentences, and he would have to under-

stand each of the sentences before he could answer questions

over paragraphs of material. The program was initiated by

obtaining descriptive informat:ion on each child's reading

level at the outset. Performance on three tasks including

oral reading, sentence comprehension, and paragraph comprehen-

sion were observed for textual materials which were judged to

be at an intermediate level of difficulty for each child.

For 'xample, a passage at the 21 level might be selected. A

child would be given an Oral Reading, Sentence Comprehension

and Paragraph Comprehension task over subsections of the

passage. The objective was to teach him to read orally with

90% proficiency then teach him to comprehend the sentence

with 90; proficiency and then instruct him in paragraph com-

prehension skills to the level of 90% proficiency.
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The difficulty of the material and the skill to be

taught were determined by identifying the task which the

chid performed at less than 90% proficiency but for which

he had appropriate prerequisie skills. For example, if a

ehih' performed 90% proficiency in Oral Reading on a 21

passage, 70% proficiency on the Sentence Reading Comprehen-

sion and 30% on the Paragraph Reading Comprehension for those

materials, he would be instructed in sentence comprehension

at the 2 1
level of difficulty. Instruction continues until

the 90% proficiency level was reached at which time paragraph

comprehension instruction would be intiated. After paragraph

comprehension was achieved to 90% profir.tiency, the child

would be giver oral reading, sentence comprehension and para-

graph comprehension tests at the 22 level of difficulty. If

he was proficient in each of these skills at this level, tests

at the next level would be given. However, if one of his skills

was lower than mastery level, the skills were taught and the

cycle were repeated. Children in this program had an entering

Gates-MacGinitie vocabulary grade equivalent of 3.30 and a

Oates-MacGinitie comprehension grade level of 2.75. The group

gained a mean of .85 years on vocabulary and .80 years in com-

prehension. These gains in comprehension are gratifying since

previous attempts to influence comprehension as such had not

been successful.

There are two reasons for not attempting to evaluate the



hierarchical mastery approach to reading comprehension yet.

The first is that, in the pilot study, the skills used were

based on speculation rather than data. The investigati.on

entitled, "Learning Hierarchies in Reading Comprehension",

that was undertaken this year provides a hierarchy for use

with this type or teaching strategy. The skill hierarchy for

disabled readers observed in the study was: Sentence Reading

Comprehension, Oral Reading, Sight Vocabulary and Paragraph

Reading Comprehension. In the coming year these four skills

will be used as the foundation for instruction. Continuous

monitoring of all four skills and hierarchical mastery instruc-

tion within this system will be conducted. Since the hierar-

chy to be used in the coming year is new, a rigorous documen-

taticl of its instructional benefits will not be initiated. A

second reason mrs not attempting to document the validity of

this instructional strategy is that the methods for measuring

paragraph reading comprehension have not been fully validated

and verified. Additional basic research in that issue is

necessary before instructional implications and programs can

be developed.

Affiliated Pro; cwt

A number of research projects are being conducted at the

Kennedy Institute in collaboration with the staff of the

Spencer Foundation Project. Two of these collaborations have
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already borne fruit in .terms of significant findings and pub-

lications. Other collaborations in the more primitive stages

also will be reported. First, the genetic study of rending

disability conducted by Joan Finucci with the collaboration

of Professor Barton Childs, Professor of Pediatrics in Johns

Hopkins University, has been completed. This project was

conducted partially in the Kennedy School and enjoyed the

assistance of Spencer Foundatf.on staff members. In this study

eighteen white families each having at least one child with

specific reading disability were studied to determine the

extent of reading disability within the families. Scwes from

a battery of reading, spelling, and intelligence tests were

used to make classifications of family members as normal or

disatled readers. In addition to a standardized reading tent,

three reading tests were designed specifically for this study

to detect adult readers who may have compensated for a reading

disability which they more cIrarly manifested as children. In

addition to family members, 72 adults in a comparison group

were administered all or part of the test battery to determine

criteria for classification as a normal reader..

The male to female ratio among index cases was 15:3.

Among the siblings of the index cases 83% of the brothers were

affected and 20% of the sisters were affected. Of the 17 fathers

examined 10 were classified as affected and among 17 mothers

examined 7 were classified as affected. The greater number of
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affected males than affected females cannot be explained by

sex linkage.

A procedure was devised for testing a hypothesis of sex

control. This hypothesis poses that reading disability has a

dominant manifestation in malls and recessive manifestation

in females. In addition to accomodating the disproportion in

sex ratio of affected individuals and the families in which

both parents were normal readers, the sex controlled hypothe-

sis Is supported by the fact that better agreement was found

between the expected and observed value of affected males for

a small (.01) rather than a larger (.20) frequency of a gene

in the population controlling reading disability. Further

investigation of the genetic component is currently underway

with particular emphasis on the issue of testing multi-genetic

hypotheses and attempting to explore possible subtypes of

reading disability in order to differentiate modes of trans-

mission for these subtypes.

Our neurological analysis of reading disability is also alive.

Last year Drs. Preston, Childs and I observed that disabled

reade"..'s had neurological deficiencies in the left parietal

lobe as measured by the Visual Evoked Response Technique.

This year parents of children in the Kennedy School have been

tented with the Visual Evoked Response Technique. Parents

who were classified in Finucci's study as normal or disabled

were both tested and a control group of normal parents with
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normal children was also tested. The intriguing result was

that a light flash stimulus did not differentiate among the

three groups. However, a stimulus condition which included

the presentation of words and the requirement that the subject

proce3s words differentiated the groups. The =mai control

group manifested the largest amplitude in the visual evoked

responses from the left parietal lobe. The parents of dis-

abled children who were normal readers had significantly

smaller visual evoked responses than the control group. Parents

who were disabled readers had L.kgnificantly smaller responses

than parents of disabled readers who were normal in reading

ability. The fact that parents of children with reading dis-

ability should have a neurological deficiency even though they

are normal readers is valuable information. It suggests that

this technique may detect individuals who are recessive for

the gene or individuals who manifest the phenotype in a neuro-

logical but not in a behavioral fashion.

The post-doctoral fellow working in the Division of Spe-

cial Education, Dr. Anthony Frankfurter, is collaborating with

Dr. Dennis Fisher, a psychologist in Aberdeen Proving grounds,

on a btudy of high speed visual processing in normal and dis-

abled readers. Their hypothesis is that iconic storage of

sequences of visual stimuli may be deficient in poor readers.

Their investigation is in progress and a full report will be

provided at another time.
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The Kennedy Institute is fortunate to have Dr. Paula

Tallal as a post-doctoral fellow. She received her degree

in experimental psychology from University of Cambridge,

England and is spending two years here studying dyslexic and

aphasic children. She is currently conducting an analysis of

auditory processing deficiencies in both aphasic and dyslexics.

With her methodology she is able to explore the time parameters

of auditory input in sensitive manner. This information may

shed light on the origin of the phonological coding deficien-

cies of disabled readers which were discussed previously in

this report. Since her work is also under progress, it will

be reported later when it has been completed.

A doctoral dissertation which was conducted in the Kennedy

School with my support related to the issue of parental atti-

tudes and learning in disabled readers. The title of the dis-

sertation was "Socio-Economic Status, Parent-Child Rearing

Attitudes and Marital Adjustment: The Relationship Between

These Factors and the Children's Rate of Response to Special

Education for Dyslexia". In this study children's reading

gains will be correlated with the parental responses to a

"Marital Adjustment Test" and "The Maryland Parent Attitudes

Survey". This exploration of affective factors in reading

disability is a valuable contribution to our information in

this field since many teachers believe that marital disird

can he both the cause and the result of reading failure in
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schools. Further investigation of these issues after the

completion of this dissertatim will be warranted. A report

of rosults will be encloted at a later period.

Dissemination of Findings.

Dissemination of the findings of our projects has taken

place through several avenues. The recent articles by Guthrie

in the Journalolalliyslalsay entitled, "Models of

Reding and heading Disability" and "Reading Comprehension and

Syntactic Responses in Normal and Disabled Readers" have

elicited about four hundred reprint requests particularly from

Europe, Canada and Australia. Other articles which are in

press include: a manuscript entitled, "Visual Evoked Responses

in Normal and Disabled Readc:,*s" by Preston, Guthrie and Childs

which is to be published in Emsnatul2lam. The paper en-

titled, "The Maze Technique for Assessing and Monitoring

Reading Comprehension" by Guthrie, Seifert, Burnham & Caplan

has been accepted for publication inUTtmMmtuL2tlshsr. The

basic investigation of cognitive processes by Steinheiser and

Guthrie entitled, "Scanning Times Through Prose and Word Strings

for Various Targets for Normal and Disabled Readers" which will

be published in Perceptual and Motor Skills in 1974.

Two of my associates have read papers at national conven-

tions recently. Mary Seifert, a research assistant on the

Spencer Project, wrote and delivered a paper entitled, "Reading
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Comprehension Deficiencies in Disabled Readers" for the Annual

Convention of the Association for Children with Learning Dis-

abilities in Miami, in 1973. Tim Sheehan, a graduate student

working with me, conducted acid reported a study at the American

Educational Research Associ44,ion in Chicago, 1974. This paper

was entitled, "Perception and Memory in Performance of Normal

and Disabled Readers on An Auditory Discrimination Task. (Appen-

dix 7,8). Finally, I am providing, consultation on research in

reading disability to three prominant organizations including:

National Science Foundation, National Institute of Education

and The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice,

a branch of the Department of Justice. All of these organiza-

tions are initiating basic and applied research on reading

disability and we are providing assistance in the de,,31opment

of guidelines and review of the proposals.
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Introduction BES1 COPY AVAILABLE

The gennt.dy Instituto Phonics Tc.st (KirT) was constrected for three

pert,. .:acs: 1) to describe the subskit:s involved in single word reading,

2) to facilitate the instruction of children who are poor readers, and

3) to provide an instruncnt that is useful for research on the acquisition

of rendinz, the analysis of reading dIsabilities and the teaching of

reading. The fulfillment of each of the goala requires considerable time4

effort 4tna data. Since the measure has not been evaluated from either a

psychoretric or inrtructional viewpoint, its success in fulfilling the

purpses cannot be determtned at this time, However, a brier discussion

of the characteristics of the Kin as a criterion- referenced test and

preliminary information reLarding the terhnical qualities of the test is

provided, This experimental version of the XIPT 16 intended 4..0 Caoilitute

the 4Lvelopment of the test and to assi3t profesLionals who are rerponsible

for service prorams in reading.

x. Rationale for the gennody Institute Phonics Test

A distinction between norm-referenced tests and criterion-referenced

tests was drawn by Glaser in 1963. Ha stated that "criterion-referenced

rear.ures depend on an absolute stand:ird of quality, while . norm-

referenced measures depend on a relative standard." (p.519) Information

obtained from a critorion-referenced measure of reading ma indicate that a

child can read 3 letter short vowel words with 70 porcnet accuracy; whereas

tho results of a norm- referenced test tray indicate that the child rends at

the 2.0 nrado livel. In the first c34, the child's score mly be inter-

p:,:td vithout refervocu to the prior. :ottee of either ehildrvn, but in the

sek.,,tat, co e only inior:"Ition avall:;ble is the vorwarim:,11 of the 7hild

to ever.:, in terms or ,;rade !eve!.
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ConsiOeral,le controversy exists ree.arding the eature of criterion-

referened r.cnsurtlent (Kricwall, 1972 ; Nitko, 1971; Roudahush and Crecn,

1971; Lyrvn, 1972; Lambleton and Novick, 1972; Popham, 1971). Simle

review of the Issues is not possible here, suffice it to say that a point

of ao-c,mc!nt of all of the author: is that a "criterion-referenced test is

any test for which a criterion scare is specified in a way that does not

depend on the scores of the examinees to whom it will be applied" (Livingston,

1973, re. 13-14). Using this definition, the Kin qualifies as a criterion-

refrenced test since a criterion passing score of 85 percent correct is

recomnlended for each subtest.

The issue of whether the measure may be regarded as a mastery test

shu1d he raised. Although at least one author (Wentling, 3.973) uses the

term mantury test to refer to a criterion-referenced measure of achievement,

it is tali evident that the two terms are not always synonomous. Pftrhaps a

criteron-referenced measure with a high criterion of proficiency may be

termed . mastery test if the universe of items represented by the test is

unambiptonsly defined. In any event, it is tentatively suggested that the

larT is a mast:ry test in the sense that performance of a child on a subtest

at the level of V5 percent accuracy implies a high level of proficiency on

all of titer items in the universe represented by the subtest, If 4 child

performs with 85 percent accuracy on the short vowel subtest, it is prohnhkt

that he has "L:asierod" all of the short vowel wode as defined by the guide-

lines used tD cr,nr.truct the stestest,

II. Construction of SubtchLa

1 Le FITT in,-.1.1ts four ;t1tern.lc. C, 1) rp r, each a which

includes all Lei the subte.:ts. laeh Ow eubtet.ts was constructed to

repre.tut a s..11p10 of itt..e from a finite dtLt.titt of possil.le Thfh
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section presents tentativo definitions of these eoir ins. The order of

presonration of the definitions is intended to sitIptify the descriptions

of tho domtins and as not similor to the order of administration of the

subtosts.

Suhtcst 7 Letter laming

A random sample of 20 letters from the 26 lower case letters in the

alphabet was used.

Subtost 6 - Letter Sound Production

A random sample of 20 letters was drawn from the population of all

letters in the alphabet excluding q and x.

Sublest.5 - Consonant Vowel Production

Ike items were formed by eotbining all consonants and all vowels in

2 letter combinations, excluding q. Combinations from this pool were

select(' randomly with the exception that items were excluded in which the

conconant changes the: sound of the vowel as in "ow" or the vowel modifies

the most commonly used sound of the consonant as in "co".

Subtest 4 - Short Vowel Word Production

All words in this domain contain the vowel sounds that occur in the

following words: bat, bet, bit, but, dot, There is no restriction on the

letters that may be used to represent the vowel sounds tn these words,

That is "head" may occur since it contains the same vowel sound as "bet".

The words in this domain contain all the following single consonant sounds:

bat, eat, dig, fig, zab, hat, 10), kin, lit, mit, not, ,dot, rat, sat, top,

vat, wig, vet, zip. In addition, all 2 and 3 lett r consonant blends are

contained in this domiin incin4;u: brim, ;1d, yri!,, slip, kip, frog,

flop, .4te pijr1, xAao, j:tpp, yrir,
S Wit; t 1,1 C 172, 11;v: L, sc 4032, chaqtA, bv.t.11,
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swim, mijk, nolf, film, ram, bank, oaFt. In the subtest, about 50 percent

of the items contain consonant blend', and 50 percent contain single con-

sonant sounds.

Subtost 3 Long Vowel Word Production

The vowel sounds of the words in this domain include the vowel

sounds of the following words: tape, meet, kite, tune (also cube), boat.

There is no restriction on the letters used to repersent these sounds,

e.g. "might" could occur since the vowel sound is the same as that of

"kite". The consonant sounds include all of Ow sounds contained in the

domain of Subtcst 4 with the addition of: consonant digraphs such as: th,

ch, sh,-gh, ph, thr, wit; the soft c and g as in "cent" and "gem"; and

"qu". Approximately 50 percent of the items contain consonant clusters

and 50 rercent do not.

Su'oteso 2 - Nonsense Word Production

Those items do not represent meaningful words in English. The vowel

sounds of the words are distributed to include approximatoly 50 percent

short vowels, 25 percent long vowels and 25 percent special vowel sounds

as described in the domain of Subtest 1. There ate no restrictions on

the consonant sounds that may be included.

Subtest 1 - Whole Word Production - Special Rules

This domain consists of words that contain the vowel sounds in the

following words: partial, satiate, capture, join, saw, loud, food, good,

term, corn, boort, bald, bulb. Thor() is no restriction on the letters used

to represent these sounds. Of course, other short and long vowel sounds may

appear in words that have the sounds that are unique to this domain. There

ate no ro:-.trictions on the consonant qounds that may occur and words con-

taining roasnonts that do not represent a sound (I,emh) are include:.
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The itens broken by the examivr that are recognized by the examinee

are identical to the itew3 that are reed orally by the examinee in Subtent

2. The items are in a dif0-erent order than Subtest 2. This permits com-

paricon of perforrance in the production and recognition modes. The four

alternatives include: the correct item, an incorrect item with the first

two letters the same as the dtandard, an incorrect item with the last two

lettere the same as the standard, and an incorrect item with the same

letters as the standard in a new order.

Subtest 9 - Consonant Vowel Recognition

The itei!. spoken by the examiner are the same as those of Subtest 5,

except the sequence 'is different. The alternatives include: the correct

item, an incorrect item with the first letter the same as the standard, an

incorrect item, with the second letter the same as the standare, nnl an

incorrect item with neither letter the same as the standard.

Subtest 10 - Initial Letter Sound RecoLnition

The standards spoken by the exam iner are 20 words beginning with a

single consonant. There are four alternatives consisting of the correct

lettcr, incorrect letters that are contained in the standard, and incorrect

-letters that are .not in the standard.

III. Preliminary Technical Information

Reliability of the KIP? has not been properly and completely

established. Additional data are neeJed. A suggestion that the reliability

of the total test and individual renithilities of the subtests may be adc-

quatv in provided in an article by one of the authors (Guthrie, 1973).

Siht.e corlpletlon of the study, tho ::111 Ii/q !won revised nncl subtestn
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in the two version5 :Ire not Wnial. .heless, in this study the

reliabilitios of the ruhtests wore:

1) word readinf in context .91
2) words flat.hA .86
3) words nnClashed .88
4) nonsense word proeluction .86
5) loni; vowel production .90
6) short vew:-..1 production .90
7) consonant cluster production .95
8) letter sound production .86
9) letter naming .22
10) nonsense word recognition .83
11) consonant cluster recognition .81
12) initial letter reccynition .88
13) final letter recognition .83
14) auditory blending .90
15) syllabication .20
16) Total KXPT .98

These reliabilities were computed with the KR21 formula with data from 38

Ss whose mean Gates-MacGinitie reading vocabulary was 2.14 grade level.

See the article for fuither description of Chic subtestc. Zt is important

to note that the KR21 formula is intuded for use with norm-rofereneed

'mear.ures. A formula for computing the reliability of criterion. referenced

tests was developed by Livingston (1972). That formula was not used for

these computations since it was under development when the article was

written. Livingston (1973) illustrates, however, that the criterion-

referenced reliability is never lower rnd occasionally: the reliabilities

presented here are likely to be underestimates rather than overestimates of;.

the true criterion-referenced reliability of the. KIPT.

Validity of a criterion-referenced measure is likely to be more

difficult to establish than validity of a typical norm-referenced measures.

rr e;mmple, a tuttehlo criterion against which to judge a criterion-refer-

unteo mvauure :.lay be difficult to identify. rreliminary indication of the

validity of the Kla was obtained irom the correlation of .03 between the

tonsenr.e Word ProJuction SubLebt ot the =7 and Cates-NacGinitie Vocabulary

:27
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scores. Althoue.b the Letter Sound Production task correlated only. .37 with

Gates MatClinitie Vocabulary, Letter SiNund Production correlated .53 with

Consonant Cluster Production. The appropriate criterion for validiting a

siven ebtest may be a similar criterion-referenced test rather than a less

similar norm-refeenced measure. These issues demand additional t..ought and

data.

Note of Cautiork

Three reminders about the experimental version of the KIPT are in

ortler. First, the authors do not make any claims about the validity or

reliahi1ity of the measure until additional information is available.

Second, interpretation drawn from the administration of the test may not be

attributed to the authors. Third, the preliminary administrative manual

doeq nt attempt to meet the criteria of excellence described in the

Standards for rtionel and Psycholoe,ical Tests a d Manuals, (French

44 Michael, 1966).
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Direetiens for Administration of the
Eonnetly lnstitetcf Phonics Test

1. Materials

Tho e-1.:!minor needs the following materials available for thc admini-

stration of the test.

A. An examiner and examinee copy of subtests 1 10.

B. Pencil: for use on subtosts 8 10, and for examiner's uce on

entire test.

C. raper or cardboard markers for examinees' use on test 8 10.

D. Scorns Sheet for recording examinees' responses.

E. Accuracy Profile Sheet for, summarizing examinees' performance.

II. Se3ting arrangements and grouping.

A. Testing should he conducted in a relatively quiet room to pre-

vent the examinee from being distracted and to enable the exa-

miner to hear the oral responses of the examinee.

B. The examiner must test each examinee individually on subtests

1. - 7. Perseus may be seated on opposite sides or adjacent

to each other at a small table.

C. The examiner may administer subtests 8 - 10 in small groups.

A group size of about 3 - 4 is suitable for children aged

5 8 years and for disabled readers; a group of 6 - 10 array

be formed for normal children aged 9 and older.

III. Sequence and Time for Subteats

A. Subtests 1 - 10 cbould be nOministered in the order 1 - 10.

The experience of tha author:1 is that sialco subtel;ts 1-7 ere

ordered in dcreasin,,,. diff:culty, r } : :u .tee encouraged by
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sucectss as they progress through the suhtests and their motive-

tio4 to perform v111 is sustAined. In addition, subtests 8 - 10

must follole 1 - 7 since the items on 8 and 9 are tho same as the

items on subtets 2 and 5. Since the former requires oral pro-

duction and the letter requires recognition, it is likely that

administration of 8 and 9 before 2 and 5 may inflate performance

on 2 and 5 although the reverse is nut likely.

B. In general, the time required to administer subtests 1 - 7 is 15

to 30 minutes and the lima to administer subtests 8 - 10 is 10

to 15 minutes. The total tine varies from 25 to 45 minutes

depending on the age and reading level of the examinee. Young

children (aged 5-8) and disahled readers (grade level 1.0-2.5)

take more time to complete the test than older students and more

advanced readers. Subtests 1. - 10 may be given to an individual

child in one or to sessions. Subtests 1 - 7 may be given in one

or two sessions as needed and subtests 8 - 10 should be given in

one session.

IV. Administration of Subtests

The four alternate forms may be used interchangeably and arc approx-

imately equal in difficulty level. Subtests from one form should not be

mixed subtests from other forma. Administration of subtests 1 - 7

is ctnductcd individually. Instructions for each subtest are provided en

the examiner's copy of the subtest. These instructions should be read aloud

to the child. All of the stibtosts hlve enamples. After hearing the instruc-

tion:; the 41}{411144)14%.: $1100. 'lem the examples. lhe examiner may pzoviao any

help that is ne3A to ent1,1e the child to perform the enamples correctly.



Additioael exz4mplos should not: be riven end meanings of the words should

not be mplie3ized.

When the examinee is working on the test items, no assistai' should

be giver in pronouncilt the words. If an examinee hesitates on one item

for a lo14; time or prmides a partial respense such as the sound of the

first letter in a short vowel word, encouragement may be given by saying,

'rare you going to try that one" or "what is your answer on that one."

Encourage the' examinee to attempt the next item if he cannot perform an

item and perseverates on it. If the examinee produces the separate sounds

for an item by saying "b"...."i" for "bi", the examiner may suggest that

the examinee "put the sounds together". Lengthy assistance should aot be

given and responses which are not adequately elended are scored as incor-

rect. Do not provide specific feedback about whether he is right or wrong

on any items. The exaulinee may use a marker or pointer or the examiner may

*assist him in maintaining his place on the testing page. It is important

that a given subtest be discontinued if the examinee makes six consecutive

errors. The next subtest should be started immediately after such a dis-

continuation.

Administration of subtests 8 - 10 may be conducted in groups as

described previously. Directions for each subtest are provicied on

examiner t., copy and should be read to the examinee. The examitees should

perform the examges and assistance may be given to insure that the examples

are answered correctly end that the examinees understand the task. Examinees

should be encouraged to use markern to maintaia their place on the page.

The examinee my prcniqq`ao each st1::aaut; wort two tim. ;, lthough he aheuld

not return to an item that W49 previously admilantored to assist examine

who made tin error. All 20 itema ou ezech of ihoaubtests 8 - 10 should be

administered to all exemilaces.



V. Ctlitiliun for Jud,i;inc; and Scoring Performance

A. SubtvSt 1 - Whole Word Production - SpecJal Rules

Scoro ns cotrect the standard pronunciation of the word. Make

minimn1 nllowance for dialf'ct and accent differences. If on

cxcminve has a non-ntandard black dialect or a marked Bostonian

accent, for example, accept oral responses that are consistent

with, his linguistic system.

B. Subtext 2 - Nonsense Word Production

Score as correct responses that follow standard phonetic rules.

Although a complete system of phonetic rules cannot bo provided

here, the following guidelines will suffice for judging responses

to these itoms. If the word contains one vowel, either the short

or long sound may be heard, e.g. "rax" should rhyme with "tax"

and "fright" should rhyme uith "might". If a word contains two

vowels, the vowels may be pronounced with any, of the sounds which

those vowels may represent in English. For instance, "goat" may

be correctly pronounced as rhyming with either "foot" or "boot".

Vo4els that occur in the beginning of a word may be pronounced

with either the short or long sound. For instance, the "0" in

"ont" may be pronounced as the "o" itt,"object" or. "only". The

diacritical marks used by the examiner in Subtext 8 should not

be used in judging the a:.quacy of responses on this subtest.

C. Subtest 3 - Long Vowel Word Production

Score as correct tho standard pronunciation of the word with

mini:!1.11 allunce fur dialect or arccnt difforancos.

V, SIbtest 4 - Sh)rt VaJel Wold Ploduction

Score aq correct the standard prcuunclation of Ow word with rani:..31



allo4.1ni:e for dialert differoilcon.

SubLost 5 - Consonant Vowel ProOuction BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Score 414 correct titre standard consonant sound with alloilances

for different consonant sonnJa for certain letters. For

example, in "se" th...! "g" may be pronounced as the "8" in ''get"

or "gesture". For yowl's, either the long or short sound is

acceptble. For instance, in "da" the "a" may be sounded as

in "dam" or "dame".

F. Subtest 6 - Letter Sound Production

Score as correct any of the sounds that a consonant may make in

the initial position of a word. Note that "c" may be hard or

soft as in "cat" or "city".

C. Subtest 7 - Letter Naming

Score as correct letter natas such as "bee" for "b".

IT. Subtest 8 - Nonsense Ward Recognition

Score as correct the standard spoken by the examiner if the exa-

minee circles it correctly among the four alternatives.

1. Subtest 9 Consonant Vowel Recognition

Score as correct the standard spoken by the examiner if the exa-

minee circles it correctly amang the four alternatives.

Subtest 10 - Initial Letter Sound Recognition

Score as correct the initial letter of the word spoken by the

examiner if tho oxullinee circles it.

VI. Constructing rxaminee Profile

While the ex wince is vrforming Subtests I - 7, the examiner records

t.ach rt.,.on5v as correct or incorrect on the Scorini; Sheet. Perron:lanc on

Subtext: 8 10 iH rt. corded on e.Ih' nheot %An the exaaineas cm:viola th,'

section. The i:otal nwrIbr correct for e: wit uubtegt 1:4 then emputed and



recorkltd at th! hottem of tic, Scarily, Sheet. Information from the Scaring

Slwet is then vn Prokilo ivA.t. The nomber of correct responses

on oakh !.nbcost is entered on the Proflic Sheet in the colt= labeled

"nu:v.bor cerrect". The percent correct, calculated as number correct divided

by twzal possible correct, is entered in the section entitled "percent

correct". This information may be entered as a Jot in the appropriate ray.

Tho Profile is Created by connecting the points ith straight linos.



InTrArms BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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BESI COPY AVAILABLE
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

VIST I -- mom'. wont) PRODUCTION
SPLC1AL hULUS

A.

F3.

cat

moon

1. cried 16. favor

2. kneel 17. board

3. thick 18. hearth

4. shirt 19. column

S. silly 20. needle

6. noise 21. debris

7. storm 27. might

8. chrome 23. yawn

9. extend 24. growl

10. earth 25. heard

11. nature 26. 'chore

12. wring 27. bald

13. judge 28. chalk

14. cease 29. dye

15. bloom 30, cause

4

Directions; I would Me you to read as many .of these
words as you cen. Lot's try the practice
ones. (Examinor pronounce examples
correctly if child does; not; then have
child repeat the examplvs.) Discontinue
the kAibtest afLor 6 consecutive errors.

C

john T. cltirio Mory
Jolln Tw:Ltruto,



S1...

A.

B.

TnsT 1 -... witotx ion!) PRODUCTXON
mincrAL RULES

car

moon

1. cried 16.

2. kneel 17.

3. thick 18.

4. shirt 19.

5. silly 20.

6. noise 21.

7. storm 22.

8. chrome 23.

9. extend 24.

10. earth 25.

11. nature 26.

12. wring 27.

13. judge 28.

14. ceasQ 29.

15. bloom 30.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

favor

board

hcarth

column

needle

debris

might

yawn

growl

hoard

chore

bald

chalk

dye

caut:c



BEST COPY ARUM

A.

TEST 2 No s}

fim

W0RD PRODUCTION

B. ack

1. gak 11. greer

2. spro 12. teefer

3. ert 13. ipsem

4. grud 14. glore

5. freel 15. shuff

G. poit 16. rocress

7. slid 17. staum

8. tare 18. thulk

9. ock 19. marbop

10. scuna 20. endoke

S

Directions: This page has all nonsense words. That
means that none of the words make any
sense. They tire just letter sounds puh
together. Lets try the p,-.PcgtIce ones.
(Examiner pronounce 41e pra'Jtice words
correct) y if child does noc; then have
child repeat enamples.) Wscontinue
subtcst after 6 conseciltIve errors.

C



TEST 2 -- NONSENSE WORD PRODUCTION

A. fim

13. ack

1. gak 11.

2. spro 12.

3. ert 13.

4. gruel 14.

5. freel 15.

6. poit 16.

7. clid 17.

8. tave 18.

9. ock 19.

10. scune 20..

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

greer

teefor

ipsem

glare

shuff

rocress

staum

thulk

marbop

endoke



TnsT 3 -- PRODUCTIW or worms WITH
LONG vowm SOUNDS

A. make

D. free

1. rail 11.

2. heap 12.

3. lime 13.

4. robe 14.

5. crude 15.

6. loaf 16.

7. try 17.

8. cage 18.

9. queen 19.

10. blind 20.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

prey

bolt

tune

cheat

clue

great

mile

slow

fear

fuse

Directions: Read as many of these words as you can.
Lets try the practice ones. (Examiner

. pronounce the practice words correctly
if chf.ld does not; then have child repeat the
examples.) Discontinue the subtebt after
6 consecutive errors.

C



TrsT 3 PRODUCTION or WORDS WITH

A.

B.

ma%e

free

LONG VOW17.L souNDp

1. rail. 11.

2. heap 12.

3. lime 13.

4. robe 14.

J. crude 15.

6. loaf 16.

7. try 17.

8. cage 18.

9. queen 19.

10. blind 20.

BEV con avows.

prey

bolt

tune

cheat

clue

great

mile

slow

fear

fuse



TEST 4 °W.I. PRODUCTION O' WORDS WITH
SHORT VOWEL SOUNDS

A. sit

D. man

1. sad 11.

2. fed 12.

3. sip 13.

4. nod 14.

5. young 15.

6. snap 16.

7. web 17.

8. fist 18.

9. bread 19.

10. log 20.

BST WAVNRABLE

rung

swap

lit

clamp

bun

ham

next

slot

War

gum

Directions: Read as many of these words as you can.
Lets try the practice ones. (Examiner
pronounce practice words correctly if
child does not; then have child repeat
the examples.) Discontinue the sUbtest
after 6 consecutive errors.

C
v.

fi



TrsT IMODUCTIO:1 Ow WORDS WTTH
:MORT VOLW% SOUNDS

A. sit

B. man

1. sad 11.

2. fed 12.

3. sip 13.

4. nod. 14.

5. young 15.

6. snap 16.

7. web 17.

8. fist 18.

9. bread 19.

10. log 20.

C

SESI tOrt IWRIIABLE

rung

swap A

lit

clamp

bun

ham

next

slot

clip

gum



TEST 5 -- nonucTion OP VOMIT,-
CONSONANT COMBINATIONS

A. ep

13. co

1. eg 11.

2. ca 12.

3. ek 13.

4. zu 14.

S. ag 15.

6. on 16.

7. ni . 17.

8. vi 10.

9. of 19.

10 la 20.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.

he

os

to

mo

to

in

az

oh

re

uh

Directions: This page has two-letter items. Some
make sense and some are nonsense words.
Tell me what the letters say together.
Lets try the practice ones. (The child
may use either the long or short vowel
sound. If the child cannot pronounce the
examples using either sound, th^ examiner
should pronounce them using a short vowel
sound; then have child repeat rho' examples.)
Discontinua the subtest after 6 consecutive
errors.



TrsT 5 A.ge' P11O))UCTTON OP vown -
CONSONANT CO7IBINATIONS

A. op
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

B. co

1. eg 11. ha

2. ea 12. os

3. el:. 13. to

4. zu 14. mo

5. ag 15.. to

6. on 16. in

7. ni 17. az

8. vi 18. oh

9. of 19. re

10. in 20. uh,

C



TEST 6 -- =Tin SOUND PRODUCTION

A. h
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

B. t

o c g f s y o v a w

di u z pmj n1 b

Directions: X want you to tell me the sound each
one of these letters make. Lets try
the practice ones. (Examiner pronounce
examples if the child does not, then
have child repeat the examples.) Discontinue
the subtest after 6 consecutive errors.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

TEST 7 T,T TTER NAMING

A. s

B. v

e a

1 c p o i b

Directions: Tell me the names of each of these
letters. Lets try the practice ones.
(L; miner pronounce examples if the
child does not; theAl have child repeat
the examp30:1.) Discontinue the subtest
after 6 consecutive errors.



A. h

13. t

0

d

'VEST 6 -- LETTER SOUND PRODUCTION

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

g f s y e v a w

u z p- m i n 1 b

* * * * * * * * tie * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * st * *

TEST 7 -- LETTER NAMING

A. s

R. v

4.. a z q w d r f m x

Y n k n 1 c P o . i b

C



(0 -

TIST 8 -- RtIC0(3NITION OF THE VISUAL FORM
OF NON:MIST: w0;;Ds

A. fim

B. ack

4.4

1. ock

2. did

3. t7ive

4. scilne

5. poit (boil)

6. feael

7. i'Sk.

8. ert (germ)

9. gr
10. spry

BEV COPY AVAILABLE

11. tiZlk

12. igbdiike

13. staum (audit)

14. ri.66crss

15. marbop (star)

16. tajofor

17. IpseM

18. greer (sneer)

19. shrift

20. glore Co) r

Directions: This page has rows of all nonsense words.
Each row has four words. x will say a
nonsense word and your job is to look
across the row and find the same word
said. Put a ciro3c around the word. Lets
try the practice ones. Each child completes
items 1 - 20.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

TrsT i RWOON1TION OF Tnn VISUAL FORM
or NONSI1NSE hORDS

A. lim fim mif fir

B. eck cak ack acf

1. uck cko ock ocr

2. clid frid dilc clon

3. love taro vate tave

4. unsco scoru nurne scune

5. pots poit pouf fait

6. (roof freol thoel elfer

7. f ak gar gak kag

8. ert ret erm ort

9. grud jaud rugd grel

10. pros spno noro spro

11. thulk kuith thoff flelk

12. entuhe endoko dokoen urhake

13. tausm stown staum dreum

14. sonnass resscor rocress ronoarn

15. mas tug marbop nontop opmarb

16. ofoert tenion fooher teefor

17. ipnow scrip ipsem ognom

18. phoer greor groow erger

19. shol/ uffsh stuff nooff

20. glom, glarn orcgl phure



---

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

TEST 9 -- nrC0,1N1TION or VOIM-CONSONANT
COMMNATIONS

A. ep

B. co

1. ni 11. az

2. of 12. re

3. on 13. oh

4. vi 14. in

S. la 15. uh

6. zu 16. to

7. 'ca 17. he

8. cg 18. to

9. ek 19. os

10. cog 20. mo

Directions; This page has rows of consonant vowel
combinations. I will say the sound that
two letters make together and you put a
circle around the two letters that make
that sound. Lets try the practice once.
(Examiner pronounce all combinations with
the short vowel sound.) Each child com-
pletes items 1 - 20.



BEST COPY NAM
111

B.

TEST 9

eh

cu

12 l3COCN3T I ON Or %%AMT.,- CON OONANT
COM3 I 14 AT ONS

ap op ah

co da ma

1. no ni ca gi
2. aw du of of

3. od an on su

4. va pi ko vi
5. la ta lu go

6. zu ri za tu
7. co ca no da

8. ag em ay eg

9. uk eh iz ek

10. ap og ag ik

11. az az ad al
12. ru re ke sa

13. oh ih ow Ile

14. ih of in on

15. um ih av uh

16. ta tu se fu

17, he li hu he

18. to re tu Po

1.9. of on or4 ig

20. rna vo no !no



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

TuST 20 -- nrCOGNITION oe INITIAL_ LETTER SOUNDS

A_ salamander

B. numerical

1. luscious 11. symphony

2. harmony 12. willow

3. zither 13. bov :.ne

4. pendulum 14. furious

5. temporary 15. judicial

6. young 16. marvelous

7; casual 17. rascal
7

8. gumption 10. vigorous

9. kangaroo 19. dynamite

10. notorious 20. natural.

Directions: Each row or this page has four letters.
I will say a word. You look at the
letters in the row and put a circle around
the letter that you hear at the beginning
of the word. Lots try the practice ones.
Each child completes items 1 - 20.

C



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

'UST 10 -- ITCOGNITION OF INITIAL LETTER SOUNDS

A. 3. m a

B. m n r

1. s 1 v

2. r y h

3. t r z

4. In d n

5. t in r
.

6. y , n g.

7. G 1 z

S. m g n

9. g r k

10. t sf A

11. h g in

12. 1 v s

13. v n

14. f r s s

15. d a j

16. r m v

17. s c r

19. g v a

19. d t n

20. t r 1

s

1

*c

in

h

P

P

h

s

g..
n

r

w

a

r
1

1

r
m

n

. ,...,:.-a



=ST 1 -- WUOLE WORD PRODUCTION
SPECIAL RULES

A. boy

D. down

1. calves 16.

2. sign 17.

3. birth 18.

4. term ' 19.

5. have 20.

6. gas 21.

7. straw 22.

8. expect 23.

9. rather 24.

10 ghost 25.

11. tension 26.

12. wreck 27.

13. listen 28.

14. lye 29.

15. stood 30.

BESI CO AVAILABLE

dollar

charm

gulp

autumn

scale

whole

hour

point

pearl

spurt

court

sugar

hedge

prose

crown

Directions: 1 would like you to road as many of these
words as you can. Let's try the practice
ones. (Dxaminar nronounce examples if
child does not; then have child repeat
the examples.) Discontinue the subtest
after six consecutive errors.

4,

3011:1 T. Goi.hvie !lary

jonA P. K.!ntick0, IwIciLuL,11 otolm; Eop%ing Llnivorsity



TnsT 1 -- WIIOLT MR') PRODUCTION
SPECIAL RULES

A. by

B. down
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. calves 16. dollar

2. sign 17. charm

3. birth 1\8. gulp

4. term 19. autumn

5. have 20. scale

6. gas 21. whole

7. straw 22. hour

8. expect 23. point

9. rather 24. pearl

10. ghost 25. spurt

11. tension 26. court

12. wreck 27. sugar

13. listen 28. hedge

14. lye 29. prose

15. stood 30. crown



A. kag

B. tick

1. paf

2. smay

3. flog

4. etch

5. drute

6. urb

7. that

8. hice

9. fing

10, flome

TEST 2 -- NONSENSI1 WORD PRODUCTION

BEST COPY. AVAILABLE

treave

12. army

13. tipple

14. cloy

15. spack

16. dectow

17. stee

18. nedge

19.'.magsto

20. stipap

Direction6: This page has all nonsense words. That
means that none of the words make any
sense. They are just letter sounds put
together. Lets try the practice ones.
(examiner correctly pronounce the prac-
tice words if the child does not; then have
child repeat the examples.) Discontinue
the subtost after 6 consecutive errors.

D

4



TEST 2 -- NONSENSE WORD PRODUCTION

A. kag

B. uck

1. paf 11.

2. smay. 12.

3. flay 13.

4. elch 14.

5. drute 15.

6. urb 16.

7. thab 17.

8. hice 18.

9 fing 19.

10. flame 20.

1)

BEST co AVAILABLE

treave

army

upple

claw

,pack

decthw

stee

fledge

magsto

stipap
a



s

/,

TnsT 3 -- PRODUCTioN or WORDS WITH
LONG VOWEL SOUNDS

A.

D.

home

tail

1. pain 11.

2. steep 12.

3. pipe 13.

4. most 14.

5. mute 15.

6. note 16.

7. grind 17.

8. shake 18.

9. peak 19.

10. wild 20.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

freight

cope

chew

cream

bruise

pare

tire

roll

fiered

tube

Directions: Read as many of these words as you can.
Lets try the practice ones. (Examiner
pronounce the practice words correctly
if the child does not: then have child
repeat the examples.) Discontinue the
subtest after six consecutive errors.

D



7

TLST 3 -- PRODUCTION Or woms WITH

A.

B.

TONG. V4I

home

tail

T,, SOUNDS

1. pain 11.

steep 12.

3. pipe 23.

4. most 14.

5. mute 15.

6. note 16.

7. grind 17.

0. shake 18.

9. peak 19.

10. wild 20.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

freight

cope

chew

cream

bruise

pare

tire

roll

fierce

tube



TEST 4 -- MODUCTION Or Imps wiTn
snow VOWEL soulrs

A. bat .

13. pen

1. jam 11.*

2. net 12.

3. him 13.

4. cot' 14.

5. ton 15.

6. grab 16.

7. sped 17.

8. swii. 18.

9. bent 19.

10. hog 20.

BEST COPT AVARABLE

spun

swan

mix

smack

rug

nag

head

trot

miss

hunt

Directions: Read as many of these words as you can.
Lets try the practice ones. (Zxaminer
pronounce practice words correctly if
child does not; then have the child repeat
the examples.) Discontinue the subtest
after 6 consecutive errors.

D



7 5-

TgST 4 -- PRODUCTION O1 WORDS MTH

A.

B.

bat
pen

SNORT VOWEL. SOUNDS

1. jam 11.

2. no 12.

3. him 13.

4. cot 14.

S. ton 15.

6. grab 16.

7. sped 17.

9. swim 18.

9. bent 19.

10. hog 20.

*BEST COPY AVAILABLE

spun.

swan

mix

smack

rug

nag

head

trot

miss

hunt



TEST 5 -- PRODUCTION OF VOWEL-
CONSONANT COMBINATIONS

A. is

B. ho

1. ap 11.

2. di 12.

3. ji 13.

4. we 14.

5. ba 15.

6. es 16.

7. je 17.

8. et 18.

9. of 19.

10. wi 20.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

al
ib

ze

im

hi

air,

we

op

iz

ku

Directions: This page has two-lotter itamA. Some
make sense and some are nonsense words.
Tell me what the letters say together.
Lets try the practice ones. (Examiner,
the child may use either the long or short
vowel sound. If child cannot pronounce
the examples using either sound, the exa-
miner should pronounce them using a short
vowel sound; then have child repeat the
examples.) Discontinue the subtest after
six consecutive errors.



A. Jo

ho

TEST 5 -- MODUCTION O? VOW111,
co N:W:4= COnS1NATXONS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. ap 11. of

2. di 12. ib

3. ji 13. ze

4. we 14. im

S. ba 15. hi

6. as 16. av

7. je 17. wo

8. et 18. op

9. of 19. iz

10. wi 20. ku



TgST 6 -- 1.1.TTM U) PRODUCTION

A. a BEST COPY AVAILABLE

I3. M

U a b r a h w z f n

y d 3. k t g j i p v

Directions: I want you to Loll me the sound each one
of these letters make. Lets try the prac-
tice ones. (Examiner pronounce examplee if
the child does not; then have child repeat
the eNamples.) Discontinue the suhtest
after six consecutive errors.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

TEST 7 -- LnTTER NAMING

A. d

B. g

e h b 1 v u 0 n m y

a o x p r f z q k t

Directions: Tell me tho names of each of these letters.
Lets try the practice ones. (Examiner
pronounce exiimplos if the child does not; then
have child rept. tho exalvles.) Discontinue
the suincf:L Got acutive errors.

I)

r

a.

4



.'71-
S.

TEST 6 --O LETTIIR - SOUND PRODUCTION

t.

A. s

B. la BEST COP1, AVAILABLE

u c b r a h w z f n

Y d 3. k t g j i p V

*It* *** ** ******************* ***************************

IT ST 7 -OM 1.1311T1111 NAMING

A. d

B. g

e h b 1

a o x p r f z q k



TEST C.-- RECOGNYTION OF TIM VISUAL FORM
OF NONSENSV WORDS

A. kh'g

13 lack BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. thb 11. sae

2. CYng 12. Asa
3. urea (slur) 13. dectow (cow)

4. him 14. fledge (hedge)
ud.

5. flaw 15. stipap

6. drate 16. speck

7. smay 17. tipple

8. Pn le. ermy (germ)

9. floy (boy) 19. trgave

10. cich (Celt) 20. clow (cow)

Directions: This page has rows of all nonsense words.
Each ro, has four words. I wi 1.. say a
nonsense word and your job is to look
across the row and find the same word 1
said. Put a circle around the word. Lets
try the practice ones. Each child completes
items 1 - 20.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

TEST 8 -- RECOGNITION 01' THE VISUAL. FORM
OP NONSENSE WORDS

A. hag kaf kag gak

B. ack cku ucr ,uck

1. babt thab thorn srab

2. land fiot fing Ding

3. urw urb arb rbu

4. hice cihe loce hito

S. fluwt mofle flome trame

6. droly utder snate drute

7. smen toay ausm smay

8. paf caf tap paw

9. flar floy oyfl dhoy

10. mach elch chie e1pt

11. ince sete stee stuf

12. magsto mapron stomag unjrto

13. doctow towdec .bonfow deuhon

14. denge nedge nelor ufage

15. fbojap strome papsti stigap

16. ackps spoth spack nouek

17. uphun upple pupae Bonnie

18. ermy erui mery nomy

19. ciIt.rcv trouny hniovc . troavo

20. frow woci slow clum



A. is

B. ho

1. wi

2. et

3. Jo

4. of

5. es

6. ba

7. ii

8. ap

9. di

10. we

TEST 9 -- RECOCNITION or VOWEL-
CONSONANT COMBINATIONS

.01ST COrf AVAILABLE

11. 'wo

2. is

13. ku

14. av

15. op

16. ib

17. ze

18. hi

19. 01

20. im

DiLections: This page has rows of consonant vowel
combinations. I will say the sound that
two letters make together and you put a
circle around the two letters that make
that sound. Lets try the practice ones.
(Examiner pronounce all combinations with
the short vowel sound.) each child com-
pletes items 1 - 20.



BUT COPY UMW

e2t4.

.7V

A.

B.

TEST 9 --

tic

Rio

nucoGNITIO*1 OF VOWEL-
CONSONANT CO:11,3INATIONS

is im

de ho

ju
hi

1. wa du wi Cr
2. eh av et of
3. jo ja ne wi

4. of of ig ar
5. Ow es us OV

6. bo to su ba

7. fi jo J i pu

8. az ap op gi
r

9, di lu xi da.
10. wu be de we

11. wa we ru no

12. ik az iz of
13. ku mu ke bi
14.. lo av aw iv
35. av ep op ob

16. ig . ab oz ib
17. za se mi

.
ze

ip. gu hi 'ha ni
19. el el of da

20. oh urn im in

I)



TEST 10 -- RECOGNITION O1' INITIAL LETTER SOUNDS

A.

B.

personal

valuable

1. demise 11.

2. conquest 12.

3. buskin 13.

4. zygote 14.

5. hatchet 15.

6. sanitary 16.

7. reference 17.

8. landscape 18.

9. jealous 19.

10. victorious 20.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

population

musician

torment

nebulous

fantastic

wealth

yolk

geography

.kayak .

gauntlt

Directions: Each row on this page has four letters. I

will say a word. You look at the letters in
the row and put a circle around the letter
that you hear at the beginning of the word.
Lets try the practice ones. (Examiner say
each word twice.) Each child completes
items 1 - 20.

D



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A.

B.

TEST 10 -- RECOCNITION 01' INITIAL LETTER SOUNDS

n p

V 1

1.

2. n t
3. b .n
4. g
5. 1

S. n r t
7.

8. p n 1

9. 1

10.

11. t p n
12. n

13. t
14. 1

15. t q

16. 1 h

17. 1 w k y
18. g P.

19. k b y
20. 1 t g 1a



88

A. chin

B. girl

1. hiking

2. gnaw

3. cable

4. toy

5. couch

6. tore

7. starch

8. thank

9. chunk

10. phone

11. special

12. thumb

13. castle

14. praise

15. cent

TMST -- WHOM WOR9 rnonocTroN
SPIIMAL RULES

MT COPY AVAILABLE

16. worn

17.. floor

18. heart

19. knife

20. scope

21. whom

22. half

23. true

24. swoop

25. nerve

26. pour

27. sure

28. taught

29. Letter

30. exit

Wrections: I would like you to read as many
these words as you can. Lets try tha
pracciec ones. (Examiner pronOunce
the examples if .child does not; then-
have child repeat the examples.) Dis-
continue the subtest after 6 consecu-
tive errors.

2 John T. Guthrie Mary F4Afort
Jo:1n T. lonneLl .John: livp%in3 UnivvrHity

Mdrviand



TEST 1 wnoTin WORD rnonucTioN
SPECIAL RULES

A. chin

B. girl

1. hiking 16.

2. gnaw 17.

3. cubic 18.

4. toy 19.

5. couch 20.

6. tore 21.

7. starch 22.

8. thank 23.

9. chunk 24.

10. phone 25.

11. special 26.

12. thumb 27.

13. castle 28.

14. praise 29.

15. cent 30.

stsi or MAWS

worn

floor

heart

knife

scope

whom

half

true

su sp

nerve

pour

sure.

taught

letter

exit



S.

TEST 2 -- VONSENSE WORD PRODUCTION

A. kig

B. emp

1. rops 11.-

2. spa 12.

3. smorf 13.

4. sten 14t

5. plake 15.

6. ghaw 16.

7. ance 17.

8. nire 18.

9. eld 19.

10. thew 20.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

woto

siness

etting

douf

tront

kenner

blumb

wreps

iby

creteck

Directions: This page has all nonsense words. That
means that none of the words make any
sense. They aro just letter sounds put

together. Lets try the practice onus.
(E%aminer correctly pronounce the prac-
tics words if thy child does not.) Then
have the child repeat the examples. Dis-

continue the stibtest after 6 consecutive
errors.

E



TEST 2 -- NON:MIMI WORD PRODUcTION

A. kig

B. emp

1. cops

2. spe

3. smorf

4. sten

5. plake

6. ghaw

7. ante

8. nire

9. eld

10.. thew

Bat COPY AVNIABIE.

11. wote

12. siness

13. etting

14. douf

15. tront

16. kenner

17. blurb

18. wreps

19. iby

20. creteck



TEST 3 -- PRODUCTION or WORDS WITH
LONG 'MEL SOUNDS,

A. goat

B. cake

1. lace 11.

2. seem 12.

3. pine 13.

4. role 14.

S. cube 15.

6. quote 16.

7. mild 17.

8. braid 18.

9. high 19.

10. plead 20.

BEST COP AVAILABLE

vein

soul

glue

beak

grew

scare

tribe

juice

steer

crow

Directions: Read as many of these words as you can.
Lets try the practice ones. (Examiner
pronounce the practice words correctly
if the child does not; then have child
repeat the examples.) Discontinue the
subtest after 6 consecutive errors.

1



TEST 3 -- PRODUCTION or WORDS WITH
LONG vor. im somins

A.

B.

goat

cake

1. lace 11.

2. seem 12.

3. pine 13.

4. role 14.

S. cube 15.

6. quote 16.

7. mild 17.

8. braid 18.

9. high 19.

10. plead 20.

E

*BEST COPT MAKABLE

vein

soul

glue

beak

grow

scare

tribe

juice

steer

crow



I

'LITT 4 PRoDUCTION or WORDS WITH
SHOW VOWEL SOUNDS

A. pot

D. bad

1. nap 11.

2. fed 12..

3. tip 13.

4. fog 14.

5. done 15.

6. flat J.G.

7. wet 17.

O. slim. 18.

9. rest 19.

10. hop 20.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

plum

wasp

fit

damp

rub

tax

spread

song

limp

sunk

Directions: Read as many of these words as you can.
Lets try the practice ones. (Examiner
pronounce practice wersis correctly if
child does not; then have child repeat
the examples.) Discontinue the subtext
after 6 consecutive errors.



A. pet

B. had

1. nap

2. fed

3. tip

4. fog

5. done

6. flat

7. we

O. slim

9. rest

10. hop

TEST 4 -- pRoDveTroN or WORDS WITH
molter VOL SOUNDS

BEST COPY MAKE

11. plum

12, wasp

13. fit

14. damp

15. rub

16. tax

17. spread

18, song

19. limp

20. sunk



VIST 5 -- PInDI%-PTON 01' vown -
CON!;0:\ANT CO%InTNAT1ON3

A. oh

11. ri

t.a 11.

2. do 12.

3. jo 13.

4. ha 14.

5. pi 15.

6. da 16.

7. it 17.

8. .ru 18.

9. ti 19.

10. du 20.

BEST COPY.AVAILABLE

hu

si

mu

om

ho

io

ub

go

pc,

et

Directions; This page has two-lottor. items. Some
mane sense rind some are nonsense words.
Tell me what the Letters say together.
Lets try the practice ones. ('rho child
may use either the long or shore vowel
sound. U the child cannot pronounve the
exc.mplen eieher sound, the examiner
should pronounco wiing a.short vowel
sound; thC' 1);Ike child ropoat the examp)ot;.)
Discontinuo Lho sulJtest: after 6 consecutive
errors.

1:



A.

B.

el:

ri

ITST 5 PNODOCTIM W.%

1. ta 11.

2. do 12.

3. je 13.

4. ha 14.

5. pi 15.

6. da 16.

7. it 17.

S. ru 18.

9. ti 19.

10. du 20.

'BEST COPY AVAILABLE

hu

Si

mu

om

ho

is

ub

ga

Po

et



WI COM AVAILABLE

TI:ST 6 -- LTITMR SOUND 3' 1:OLY1CT10A

A. 3.

71 . d

r n w e z v Y P h g

i m f t b c o s j u

Directions: want you to tell men{ the sonnd each one of
thosethose =):e. ets try the practice
ones. (Examiner pronounce the oxamlqes if
child eies not; then have child repoat the
examples.) Discontinue the subtext after G
consecutive errors.

* t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A. b

B. k

q z u a

TEST 7 LETTER.NAMING

h

j

9 Q

C

Direetion!3: Tell rac the na=s of each of thsv letters.
Lett,. try, the prz-.c, tice ono. (nTainer
pronoun,7o the dc):1 not; then
have roy4l7t the in:amples.) Discontinue
they subtest afLor 6 conf,cutivo errors.

ey



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

6 -- L1:112111 SOV, :1) 11I101)0 CT 1 ON

A. 1

a. d

r n a z v y p h g

i m t t b c a s j

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

TEST 7 ---- LETTER NAMING

A.b

q z u a dj
x w n in a r h



W:IT 8 -- RrOotrs:ITTO% T1111 V1S1./A1', ronm

zZoNENSI: WoRDS

A.' kig

(

1. e'd (felt)

2. anco

3. tnew (blow)

4. n:Tre

5. ghaw (saw)

G. spe

7. smorf (or)

8. pllike

9. rops

10. sten

BEST COPT AVAILABLE

11. wreps

32. cratlick

14. blNmb

14, k'gnner

lb. iby

16. gout (out)

17. etting

18. trgnt

19. wato

20. siness

Directions: This page has rowt; of all nonsense words.
Each row has four words. I will say a
nonsense word and your job is to look
across the row and find the same word
said. Put a circle around the word. Lets

try the practice ones. Each child completes
items 1 - 20.



`NTT S
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

OMR Oft 10-com;11.14-:,,, op TM: VISUAL roicti
Or 1' :ON11)::::**!: worms

A. t ig kick gik kif
B. carp emf pem emp

I. olh c11 o. aid ald

2. ance once nice ante

3. thou hc.,wt frew thew

4. sarc nimo rind nire

5. ghaw ghun awhg slaw

6. upe spa esp spa

7. gnirf rofms smorf smaut

8. plohn truke plake kapie

9. rops pors nups rage

10. Lien sten . stau enst

11. stups perws wrojr wreps

12. teckcre snohock creteck cruholh

13. blont umlbc shomb blumb

14. ?canner kewrsy houmer nenerk

15. byi iby ibt oby

IG. foud dont douf lauf

17. ctlomo etting allong tinget

15. trout triwr onttr snunt

19. rowc: nuto wotc wofn

20. :'.i.h..)an

t

er,rmis Mutts;.;; simNst;

).



ict 0

BEST COPT AVAILABLE

T1 TT 9 NI;CoNJTJoN Or CONSON;1/4NT
VO=f, CM!AWITIONS

A. ri

B. ek

1. po

2. ti 12. is

3. du 13. ga

4. ru 14. ub

5. da 15. et

6. pi em

7. je 17. si

8. to 18. mu

9. do 19. hu

10. ha 20. ho

Directions: This page has rows of consonant vowel
combinatiocm. 1 will say the sound
that two lutters mho together and you
put a circ3e around the two letters that
rake that sound. Lets try the practice
ones. (Pyaminor pronounce all combinations
with the $-:hoe t vowol sound.) .nach child
completes items 1 - 20.



01-

Tt:ST 9 - rr; ci-t( :4074ANT
1 I', TNAT

BLIT COPY AVAIL4BLE

A. fi.

01.

fu ti
iv

ra

1. if ii ol it
2 . ti tit fi de

3. da Ou zo bu

4. ra di zu ru

5. gu do da ba

6. pi ea pu bi

7. je ju ho re

Q. yu fa to to

9. do bo mi do

10. he ill ha ba

11. pi po 1u bo
.

12. id is ze AO

13. gi pa co ga

14. ub air', ud ob

15. ef, uk et of

16. W. cm em ov

17. ri Cl' SO Si

1 8 . nu spi mu jo

19. ha Du hu re

20. ho Ino hi to



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A.

.crsT lo

c:ontoya,

r.zina9L:r

NfleOcINITION or 1::ITJ111 Lu..ern SOUNDS

1. nasilurillia 11. validity

2. function 12. janmino

3. wnlnut 13. lasso

4. ye3tere:ly 14. rampart

". gallivant. 15. salutation

6. kF,:rosene 16. hcthsle

7. hhunch 17. zealous

8. taciturn 18. bolster

9. mgistrate 19. calliope

10. ponder 20. decathlora

Direetiona: rach row on thin paces has fbur letters.
X will say a word. 1:ou l00% at the
letters in the row and put a circle hround
the letter *hat you hoar at the beginning
of the word. Lets try the practice ones.
(Yxaminc:r r.o.; each word twice.) Each child
completes itcms 1 - 20.

1-1



1o3
`.11)::.V.P 10 -- 1.1:cof.1%11T3o:: Y.1311`1AL

1.1n11:11 f;o0,Thrp

/3.

n

U

1. n s

2. t f
3. t. n

4. s r
5. 1 v

6. r k
-tI . h n

B. r a

9. g 111

,t(). r. p

11. 1 v

12. j s

13. 1 h

14. in p

15. 1 t

16. s 1

17. 3. z

18. 1. s

19. 3. P

20. 0 a

a

9

t m

c n

3. w

y t
g t

n s

c m

n t'
a t
d r

t d

m n

s m

r
s n

h It

s

t b

31 a

h t

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



A.

11

TrsT 1 00 I.

hurt

hoot

1:0!;') PRODUCTION
spncAh IWLIM

1. hopping 16.

2.. honest. 17.

3. isle 10.

4. hawk 19.

5. flour 20.

6. thorn 21.

7. churn 22.

8. ..phrase 23.

9. thing 24.

10. either 25.

11. patient 26.

12. bomb 27.

13. hasten 26.

14. waffle 29.

15. took 30.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

worth

door

bulk

system

gheto

answer

fudge

due

exact

swirl

roar

salt

gem

vase

wrap

Directions: 1 would like you to road as many of
these wordr1 as you can. Lets try
the prnctic.i.. ones. Wxnmillor.pronounoc
examplc,!; correctly if child does not;
then hilve chiJd y:opoat tLe examples.)
Discontittno the subtest after 6 con-
seeurive errors.

fi` t"11 T'i ' `1' L;i'i rOr
lirit(:`.' 1: Z'tt t Vt)

:1.:).V



TEST .1. wit= wolm
raIrcIAL nums

A. hurt

b. boot

1. hopping

2. honest

3. isle

4. hawk

5. flour

6. thorn

churn 22. fudge

8. phrace 23. due

9. thing 24. exact

10. either 25. swirl

11. patient 26. ram.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

16. worth

17. door

18. bulk

19. system

20. ghetto

21. answer

12. bomb 27. salt

13. hasten 28. gem

14. wafflo 29. vase

15. took 30. wrap
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TEST 2 -- NONS1NSE W01.11 PRODUCTION'

A. acm

ont
BEST art AVAILABLE

1. bov 11. gube

2. brike 12. crepun

3. nirp 13. omple

4. strim 14. arp

5. sweem 15. mund

6. thoar 16. erbee

7. rax 17. daft

8. Pape 18. goot

9. flaf 19. distle

10. tright 20. mentat

Directions: This page has all nonsense words. That
means that none of the words make any
sense. They aro just letter sounds put
together. Lots try the practice ones.
(Examiner correctly pronounce the prpc-
tice words if the child does not; then
have child repeat the examples.) Dis-
continue the subtest after 6 consecutive
errors.
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'..TST 2 -- NONSE= WOIM PRODUCTION

A. dem

cot

1. 'boy

2. brike

3. nirp

4. scrim

5. swe em

6. thoar

7. nix

8. pape

9. flaf

10. tright

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

11. gube

12. cropun

13. ample

14. arp

15. round

16. erbee

17. dalt

18. govt

19. distle

20. mentat



Tnm, 3 -- PROMCTION OF WM:DS WITH
LONG vtmin, SOUNDS

A. rive

B. boat

1. wait

2. Lease

3. hire

4. dome

5. fruit

6. cove

7. pint

8. grape

9. cheek

10. eight

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

11. clay

12. grow

13. cute

14. leave

15. rude

16. fair

17. slice

18. bold

19. thief

20. flute

Directions: Read as many of these words as you can.
Lets try the practice ones. (Examiner
pronounce the practice words correctly
if the child does not; then have child
repeat the examples.) Discontinue the
subtest after 6 consecutive errors.



TrsT 3 Ot% mmucTlon or' worms WITH
LONc; SOONDS

A. f3vo

B. boat.

1. wait

BEST COPT AVAILABLE

11. clay

2. tease 12. grow

3. hire 13. cute

.dome 14. leave

5. fruit 15. rude

6. cove 16. fair

7. pint 17. slice

8. grape

9. cheek

10. sight

18. bold

19. thief

20. flute
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Ti:ST 4 -- PRO:IUC'010:: () woms
MOM? VOWUT, SOUNDS

7 dog

B. lun

1. bag

2. peg

3. hid

4. rob

5. some

6. scan

7. sen t

8. drill

9. flex

10. lot

BEST COM UNABLE

11. rust

12. want

13. dip

14. mast

15. but

16. cap

17. dead

18. frog

19. wink

20. luck

Directions: Read as many of these words as you can.
Lets try the practice ones. (Examiner
pronounce words correctly if child does
not; than have child repeat the examples.)
Discontinue the subtost after 6 consecutive
errors.



Ti:ST 4 Pty nt!Cs. .11 0:1 Or 1.:0111)11 WITH
StIonT Vcram, SOU ps

A. 00.1

13. fun
40'

1. bag

2. p g.

3. hid

4. rob

5. some

6. scan

7. sent

8. drill

9. flox

LO. lot

BEST COrf AVAILABLE

11. rust

12. want

13. dip

14. mast

15. but

16. cap

17. dead

18. frog

19. wink

20. luck



A. ak

13. Li

It-

TE:n c.,r, CONSONANT
COv,INATIONS

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. ra 11. je

2. fe 12. it

3. pa 13. ji

4. we 14. la

5. ab 15. at

6. ma 16. re

7. ja 17. to

8. ko 18. od

9. ki 19. at,

10. et 20. ru

Directions: This page has two-letter items. Some
make sense and somo are nonsense words.
Tell me what the letters say together.
Lets try the practice ones. (The child
may use either the long or short vowel
sound. If the child cannot pronounce
the examplof using either sound, the
examiner should pronounce them, using
a short vowel sound; then have child
repeat thy examples.) Discontinue the
subtest after 6 consecutive exrors.
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A. k

B. m

Y

TEST 6 -- LrT7r1: SOUND }`rig DUCTTON

MST COPY AVAILABLE

1 h w p c a

t f n z u s o g

Directions: I want you to tell me the sound each
one of these 3 otters make. Lets try
the practice ones. (laxaminer pronounce
the oxampl(!s if chi3d does not: then
have child repat the examples.) Dis-
continue the subtest after 6 consecntive
errors.

*******************************************************

F

TEST 7 -- LETTER NAMING

A. j

13. p

k n i t q g u h b

ds z y a r c w x m

Directions: Tell me the names of each of these
letters. 1.ts try the practice ones.
(Uxaminer pronounce the examples if
child does not; then have chi3d rol.,eat

the examples.) Discontinue the subtest
after 6 consecutive errors. -
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

titn5.1`11 6 -- Sty:ND PRODUCTION

A. k

m

b 3. Ii w a

************************M*******************************

TEST 7 -- LETTER NAMING

A. j

B. p

k v n i t q g u h b

a s z y a r c w x ra



TPW 8 -- 1:COGNITYCI:Z oF pin: v: Su VOPM
OV NONE111=,: WORDS

A. (IL

n. clin

1. brthe
1/4.r

2. stria

3. thoar Cr)

4. pipe

5. triuht

6. flaf

7. rim

0. swEcm

9. nirp (dirt)

10. btAr

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

11. cr5;n1

12. arp (harp)

13. orboe (gcNrm)

14. goof (soon;

15. montat

15. gabe

17. omple

18. mund

19. dalt (salt)

20. dr4tle

Directions: This page has rows of all nonsense. words.
Each row has four words. I will say a
nonsense word -,nd your job is to look
acrcms the row and find the same word I
said. Put a circle around the word. Lets
try the practice ones. nach child completes
items I - 20.



/
BEST COM AVAILABLE

rt;1, -- tz.0k7:TTIO:4 OF THE VISUAL FORM
OP Uot.01.31SF. WEDS

A. deu lcm dom amd

1. ent oft tno onf

1. ikbc'r briko brolo huoke

2; stuom rimst strim uiniin

,3. thuno sluar oarth thoar

4. j'ago papa app jope

5. ightrt trighl luopht tropre

6. fafi hoaf flaf flol

7. .tax xar rah nax

B. women swion nurom swoom

9. pirn ning uorp nirp

10. boy bot yob boy

11. crepun crigom puncre onigun

12. arch arp orp par

13. boere erbeo onhoo erloo

14. toog goni punt. gout

15. mewial mentat entamt wiulat

16. huge gulo gube pobo

17. pleom ompie ungle omgho

19. mund dumn muoh wend

19. lolt tald dahl daft

20. din;h:) loill]c! di9tiv isteld



I' dJ

44.

T:TT 9 -- MCO I1t10N or TiTE 1'7SUAL rolm
OV 1'C1XL COnIIINAT=S

A. ak

. BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. fe 11. it.

2. we 12. la

3. ma 13. re

4. ko

et

14. od

to

6. '.1 16. as

7. ja 17. to

8. tab 18. je

9. pa 19. at

10. ra 20. .ji

Directions: This page has rows of consonant vowel
combinations. I will say the sound
that two letters make tocjathor and you
put a circle around the two letters that
make that sound. Lets try the practice
ones. (m miner pronounce all combina-
tions with thu short vowel sound.) Each
child completes all items 1 - 20.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Trfl'it 9 10.:C(VsNin70...:
or co:istnAlvv

Tiii: romi
co:1133.NATTONS

A. ab uk eh

13. hi fi. Lc)

1. fa fe ab

2. we ku wo

3. tu ba ma

4. mo ko ka

5. it vo eV

G. su ko wi

7. ju in em

B. ja ob ab

9. pa r" ba

10. ra sa ok

11. wu it im

12. lo fo la ,

13. lu re fe

14. ob od id

15. tu fi to

16. am it. is
17. P.10 ru to

1S. wi ja jo

19. a S at ok

20. i i ju lila

mi.

la

to

no

mo

ut
et.

ki
pa

ad

lu
ru

ut

ra
ru

ta
su

as

ta
fa

it
Li.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A.

TMT JO R!:COONIT1ON O1

lificat3on

INITYAL LETTIM SOUNDS

B. versatility

1. h3larieus 11. kilometer

2. seeulsion 12. vociferous

3. ruffian 13. palpitate

4. dainty 14. goiter

5. zeppelin 15. yield

6. bastion 16. mezzanine

7. camphor 17. winch

8. lacquer 18. facade

9. jetsen 19. tolerant

10. jocular 20. noct.xn4.0.

Directions: Each row on this page has four letters.
I will say a word. You look at the
letters in the row and put a circle around
the letter that you hear at the beginning
of the word. Lets try the practice ones.
(Examiner sav each word twice.) Each

child completes items 1 - 20.



BEST COPY AVIIIIABLE

Jyr -- REcoc;NiTioN or INITIAL L1:73111: SOUNDS

U. 1

1. h 1

2. p s

3. r f
4. n a

5. 1 n

6. n b

7. p h

8. C 1

Q. i n

10. c j

11. 1 m

12. s r
13. p 3.

14. f r
15. 1 y

16. s n

37. n w

18. f a

19. r 1

20. c n

t.

s

c 1

n p

m t
z p

s t
c

x t
s t
1 r

.

k t
a

t b

t g

d w

m z ,,
,

h a

d v

n t
t r



Learning Hierarchies in Reading Comprehension

Abstract
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Learning hierarchies in reading comprehension have not

been widely investigated. An array of tasks was constructed

to measure skills in readiL6 comprehension. Tasks were ad-

ministered individually to 24 good and 24 poor readers at

grade 2 reading level. Differential difficulty among the

tasks were assessed bj analysis of variance and Guttman scaling

analysis. Results were that a learning hierarchy (Guttman

scale) for good readers consisted of: decoding, sentence

listening comprehension, sentence reading comprehension, and

sentence question answering. Poor readers had a different

hierarchy (Guttman scale) of: sentence reading comprehension,

decoding, sight vocabulary and sentence question answering.

Reproducibilities were .94 and 1.00 respectively. Implications

for reading acquisition in good and poor readers and instruc-6,

tional development are discussed.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Learning Hierarchies in Reading Comprehension

Investigation of learning hierarchies occupies a promi-

nent position in the psychology of instruction. According

to Gagne (1973) who has been the principal architect of this

con'teptual framework, a learning hierarchy is defined as a

"description of successively available intellectual skills.

Each skill. . . is placed in a hierarchy in such a way that

the skills subordinate to a given skill. . contribute sub-

stantively to the learning of the given skill, in the sense

of exhibiting positive transfer to it."

Two criteria have been used to determine whether intellec-

tual skills are hierarchically related. First, the difficulty

of the skills is assessed. If two skills, A and B, are

logically associated and if t is consistently more difficult

than Bs the two skills may form a hierarchy. A popular pro-

cedure for analyzing the consistency of the order of difficulty

between (among) skills is Guttman scaling analysis. In the

words of Glaser and Resnick (1972), "scaling data indicate

the extent to which performance on lower order tasks can re-

liably be predicted from information concerning performance

on higher order tasks." When a set of tasks is scalable,

subjects who can peform a higher order task can perform all

lower order tasks; and subjects who fail a given lower order

task fail all higher order tasks.



OUT COPY AVAILABLE

The second criterion is positive transfer among tasks.

If learning task 8 facilitates the acquisition of the more

difficult task A, a hierarchy is said to obtain. Learning

hierarchies ii mathematical hkills have been shown by Gagn

(1965) to fulfill the second criterion as well as the first.

It should be noted that scaling data have only suggestive

utility for instruction purposes, since these data do not

necessarily imply positive transfer in the array of tasks or

skills. However, scaling studies have heuristic value for the

identification of tasks which may be tested in transfer experi-

ments. Successful demonstration of positive transfer provides

a hierarchy which may yield a sequence of objectives that can

be used in the design and evaluation of curricula (Glaser, 1973).

In reading, the need for well documented learning hier-

archies is urgent. There is a plethora of commercially avail-

able instructional approaches that are based on hypothetical

hierarchies or no hierarchies at all (Aukerman, 1971). Recent

studies (Hardy, et. al 1972; Oliver et. al. 1972); Samuels,

1969; and Samuels, 1973) have illustrated the importance of

hierarchies in the acquisition of grapheme-phoneme correspon-

dences. At a more molar level Guthrie (1973) suggested that

a wide range of grapheme-phoneme association skills (decoding)

may be hierarchically related. An array of skills embracing

single letter sound production and fourth grade level word

reading were found to be consistently ordered in difficulty.
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Transfer tests of skills in that array are needed to determine

whether they meet the second criterion for hierarchies.

The issue to which the present study addresses itself is

whether a set of skills that are thought to be related to

reading comprehension are arranged in a learning hierarchy.

Although both criteria presented previously are relevant to

the determination of whether skills are hierarchically related,

this paper examines the first criterion, i.e. differential

difficulty. Skills of interest for this issue include: oral

reading (decoding)3 sentence listening comprehension, sight

vocabulary, sentence reading comprehension and answering

questions on sentences. Do these skills meet the criteria

fur learning hierarchies or not? Cases have been made for

both sides of the argument. For example, Gough (1972) contends

that reading must consist of: the visual perception of written

characters, mapping the characters onto speech-like strings

of phonemes, and retrieval of meanings with phonemic cues.

He believes that these processes are necessary since a par-

simonious cognitive system would not allow the formation of

the complex rules that are needed to relate English orthography

directly to word meanings. On the other side, many authors

suggest that "visual reading" may be possible in which meaning

is derived directly from print without the intermediate stage

of decoding to speech (Baron, 1973; Cohen, 1968; Huey, 1908;

Kolers, 1970). In terms of the present study, this debate
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relates to the issue of whether decoding (oral reading) is

necessary for and hierarchically related to sentence comprehen-

sion.

A second question raised in this study is whether a learn-

ing hierarchy that may be identified for normal readers is also

observed in poor readers. if a hierarchy is observed in normal

readers, do poor readers manifest the same hierarchy, a differ-

ent one, or none at all?

Method

Subjects

Two groups of subjects were used in this study. A normal

group of 24 second graders were included whose chronological

age was 7 years lmonth. The mean.Peabody Pictuic Vocabulary

Test IQ of this group was 107.90 and the mean Gates-MacGinitie

Comprehension Level A reading grade level was 2.30. The poor

readers were selected from a non-graded school for special

reading instruction. This group of 24 Ss had a mean Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test IQ of 103.04 which did not differ sig-

nificantly from the normal group (t = 1.74, df - 46, p>.05).

Their mean Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension Level A, B and C

performance was 2.27 which did not differ significantly from

the normals (t = .12, df = 46, p>.05). The chronological

age of this group was 10 years 4 months, `significantly higher

then the comparison group (t = 15.49, df = 46, p.01).
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To insure that the poor readers did not have other out-

standing deficiencies additional tests were given. The WISC

Pull Scale of the group was 102.50, with a verbal IQ of 99.13

and a performance IQ of 105.92. On tne Wepman Test of Audi-

tory Discrimination the mean number of errors was 3.27 out of

30 items which is judged to be "adequate" based on the norms.

The Templin-Darley Articulation Test revealed that 22 children

were normal and 2 had mild difficulties not requiring speech

therapy. The auditory memory was 7-2 mental age equivalent

based on the digit series test from the Binet. Visual memory

as measured by the visual sequential memory subtext of the

Illinois Test of PsycholiAguistic Abilities showed a mental

age equivalent of 7-11. These latter two abilitieq are both

lower than the chronological ages of the Ss indicating that

general memory skills were low in this group.

Materials

Two stories were selected from Basal readers (New Basic

Readers by Scott-Foresman; Bank Street Reader). The stories

were shortened to 400 words and were at the 31 difficulty

level according to the Spache (1953) formula.

The observations in the study will relate to whether there

is a hierarchial relationship among the tasks. Each task

requires a combination of knowledge (preiiously =mired infor-

mation) and skill (sequence of cognitive operations), in

verging proportions. For this report the term skill is used
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to refer to all cognitive functions that are needed to perform

a given task. If tasks are ordered in difficulty, it will be

inferred that cognitive skills needed to perform the tasks are

ordered in strength or availability. Some of the skills are

complex and may include many lubskills. However, the integrity

of any one skill will be supported if it provides interpretable

and replicable data.

Tasks.

jht vocabulary (SV). A test of 4o items was constructed

by selecting single words that were not funotors (prepositions,

articles, conjunctions) from one of the stories (story 1). Each

item had 4 alternatives: a correct answer that was synonomous

with the stem, an incorrect item that was visually similar to the

stem, and two other incorrect alternatives. A lame mLjority

(93 percent) of the alternatives were on the Dale-Chall list of

769 easy words, making them lower 'than third grade level. An

example item was: street (as the stem); wall, road, house, string

(as the alternatives). Clearly, the item could be successfully

answered with a simple comparison of word meanings between the

stem and the alternatives. Fine semantic discriminations were

not required. The test contained this item and Ss worked

silently, attempting to circle correct answers without assistance.

Sentence reading comprehension.(SRC). Story I was used to

construct this task. The maze task, previously used by the

first author (Guthrie, 1973b) was employed. In the story 4o
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maze items were created by replacing about every tenth word with

3 alternatives. The alternatives included the original word

as the correct answer, an incorrect alternative that was seman-

tically anomalous, and an incorrect UternatIve that was syntac-

tically anomalous. The lat:ver alternatives were drawn from

other words in the story to maintain a consistent level of

difficulty. Here is an example.

stand
People in the street would nine and stare as Baby

wear

floor
Hattie's carriage passed because they thought at first that

see

if
Hattie's mother had a radio hot the carriage.

in

Four categories of form classes were used. An equal number

(10 of items were formed around words that served as nouns,

verbs, modifiers, and function words in the passage. The class

of nouns included nouns and pronouns; verbs included transitive,

intransitive and auxiliary words; modifiers included adjectives

and adverbs; functions included prepositions, articles and con-

junctions. The Ss completed a short example story with the

examiner and then worked silently attempting to circle the cor-

rect alternatives in the passages, which were presented in typed

form on 8 1/2" by 11" paper.

Sentence question answering (SQA). This task was con-
..owNeo...m....IwPm.mpll.mawae.....Pm.140

structed from story 1 and contained 20 questions which were
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divided into 4 sets of 5 questions. Each set was placed after

a cection consisting of about one-fourth of the passage. Ques-

tions following a section w. re relevant to that section, thus,

Ss read a 100 word section, answered questions over it, read

the next 100 word section, answered questions over it and re-

peated the cycle until the questions were completed. It is

evident that memory is one cognitive function that in demRnded in

addition to comprehension in this task. Since each question

was based on only one sentence and did not require inter sen-

tence processing the task is termed sentence question answering.

The questions were divided into four types using the

Bormuth, Carr, Manning and Pearson (1970) classification system

that includes: rote, semantic substitution, Bp: tactic trans-

formation and compound questions. An equal number of types were

distributed throughout the group of:20 items. Each question

was based on one sentence or a clause within a sentence in the

passage. The rote questions were created by converting a sen-

tence to a question with no change in the sentence except the

insertion of an interrogatiTe word. For example, one sentence

was: "The ear muffs almost stopped the sound of Hattie's squeak."

The question was: "The ear muffs almost stopped what?" The

alternatives for the question were: mother and father, the

cotton, the sound, Hattie. Children were requested to circle

the most appropriate answer. Alternatives were selected from

words in the sentence or adjacent sentences.
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The semantic substitution questions were constructed by

replacing the original words or phrases in the sentence with

words or phrases that have highly similar meanings ald insert-

im an interrogative word. Alternatives were semantic substi-

tutions for words or phrases in the sentences. For instance,

one original sentence was: "After a while Hattie's talking

began to 'make trouble for her." The question was: The girl's

speaking started what?" The four alternatives were: sleep,

a party, problems, talk.

The syntactic transformation items were developed by

generating a syntactic transformation of the sentence that did

not change its basic meaning and inserting an interrogative

weird. The original words of the sentence were retained and

the alternatives were drawn from the sentence or adjacent

sentences. An example of an original sentence is: "At first,

Hattie's father and mother were very proud of their daughter."

The question was: "The daughter made whom very proud?" The

alternatives consisted of: mother and father, grown ups,

mother, people. The compound items consisted of the operations

that were performed for the syntactic transformation and

semantic substitution items. An example of a sentence from

the passage was: "Hattie talked so long that people who stop-

ped to listen to her would be late for school or late for work

or late for supper." The question was: "Men and women would

not be on time because of what?" The alternatives were:
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jobs and food, a girl speaking, their children, cars and trucks.

fliaLs241=kaal. This task was constructed from story 2.

Words from the sentence reading comprehension (SRC) task in

story 2 were used. All words in the task, including the alter-

natiws, were arranged in a haphazard order in a list with no

duplications of words. The Ss read the list, which contained

196 words, aloud with no assistance. The E judged each word

in terms of whether it was unmistakably similar to the same

word in the Ss oral vocabulary.

Sentence reading comprehension (SRC). This task was con-

struc;:ed for story 2 as well as story 1 to facilitate comparison

among all of the tasks. The maze procedure was used in a manner

identical to that used for story 1, and Ss performed the task

similarly. There were 40 items which included equal numbers

of nouns, verbs, modifiers and functions with.3 alternatives

for each maze item.

Sentence listeni_lm_courehensi_LLQUor. This task em-

ployed the same materials as the SRC for story 2. The story

and maze items were identical. The presentation, however,

was aural rather than visual. The Ss had answer sheets that

had 40 3-choice written alternatives. They responded by at-

tempting to circle the correct alternative. This response

mode was identical to that used for SRC of story 2. The story

was read aloud to the Ss by E with the signal of a pencil tap

occurring before and after each maze item. That is, E read
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the words in a sentence prior to a maze item, tapped the pencil,

read the maze alternatives, tapped the pencil, read the words

following that item to the point immediately preceding the next

item. The Ss then responded by circling an answer. The E

repeated each of the presentations up to 3 times if the Ss

requested it to minimize demand on memory. The entire story

was presented in this manner.

Procedure

Preliminary information on reading level was gathered by

administering the Oates-MacOinitie comprehension test to both

good and poor readers. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

(PPVT) was given to the good readers individually and recent

scores on the test were gathered from the cumulabive records

of the poor readers. The oral reading task was given indivi-

dually to all Ss. Other tasks were given in groups of 3-4 in

a small, quiet room. The sight vocabulary, sentence question

answering and sentence reading comprehension (story 1) were

administered in counter balanced order such that all possible

orders of tasks were given an equal number of times. The oral

reading, sentence listening comprehension and sentence reading

comprehension (story 2) tasks were administered in counter-

balanced order following the first sets. For the normal readers

all 6 tasks were administered in 3 sessions lasting apprcximately

50 minutes each with a rest at the midpoint of each session.

For the poor readers, 4-5 sessions of 50 minutes were needed.



Unlimited time was provided for the administration of all tasks

and Ss were encouraged to complete every task.

ReLqlts

Before the primary issues of the study will be addressed,

the reliabilities and intercorrelations of the measures will

be presented. For all tasks internal consistency reliabilities

were compilted with the KR21 formula. Outcomes of these calcu-

lations are in Table 1. These data indicate that the abilities

for all measures were above .80 except for the sentence ques-

tion answering reliabilities which were .73 for poor readers

and .79 for good readers, adequate for purposes of this study.

Intercorrelations among all the tasks are presented in

Table 2. These correlation:** were uniformly high for normal

readers. For poor readers the correlations were substantial

except that sentence listening comprehension did not correlate

significantly with any other variable except chronological age.

Note that the r for chronological age and sentence listening

comprehension was probably not significant for normals due to

noticeably restricted range in this group. Validity of the

sentence question answering task may be determined from its

correlation with. the Gates- MacGinitie Comprehension test. For

normals it was .78 and for poor readers it was .41, both of

which are significantly different from zero. Thus the most

complex of the tasks is clearly associated with standardized

comprehension test performance.



Recall that two sentence reading comprehension tasks were

administered based on different basal stories. Performance on

these two measures was found to be similar (t m .013, If a 46,

p 4.:0) indicating that the difficulty of the 2 passages was

equal. The equivalence in sentence reading comprehension permits

comparison across the 5 tasks which were based on different

passages, in some instances, as outlined in the method section.

Subsequent analyses were based on the mean of the two sentence

reading comprehension tasks for all Ss.

The primary focus of the study was on the differential

difficulty of the tasks for the 2 groups of subjects: Since

some tasks had three multiple choice alternatives and others

had four, the raw scores were corrected for guessing with the

formula R m R n-1 (Cronbach, 1970). The correction was not

made for oral reading since the probability of correct responses

from guessing cannot be accurately estimated. An analysis of

variance was conducted using a 2 (groups) x 5 (tasks) design

with repeated measures on the second factor. The results were

that the poor readers obtained higher scores on all of the tasks

combined than normal children with whom they were matched on

reading comprehension (F m 13.88, df m 1/46, p4C.01). There

were significant differences among the tasks (F a 40.50, df - 4/184,

p(C.01) and there was a significant group x task interaction

(F m 8.18, df a 4/184, p4c.01) Post-hoc tests on these data

using the Neuman-Kuels procedure are reported in Table 3. It



is evident that the rank Order of the tasks was different for

normal and poor readers. For normals, oral reading was superior

to all other tasks with a mean of 61.08 percent correct. Sen-

tencc listening comprehension and sentence reading comprehension

were not significantly different with a combined mean of 37.90

percent correct. Finally, lowest on the hierarchy were sentence

reading comprehension, sentence question answering and sight

vocabulary which had a combined mean of 27.36 percent correct.

For poor readers, however, a different picture emerged. These

skills, sentence listening comprehension, oral reading and sen-

tence reading comprehension were similar in difficulty and were

superior to other skills with a combined mean of 71.36 percent

correct. Sight vocabulary was significantly lower than the pre-

vious group at 54.75 percent correct. Finally, sentence question

answering was significantly lower than the others with a level

of 36.08 percent correct.

In learning hierarchy studies, Guttman scaling analysis

(Nunnally, 1967) is the customary procedure for determining

the extent to which performance on lower order tasks may be pre-

dicted from performance on higher order tasks. Guttman analyses

were conducted on the data for normal and poor readers using the

following procedure. For each group a grand mean for all indi-

viduals on all tasks was calculated. The performance of each

individual on each task was then dichotomously scored depending

on whether the score was above or below the grand mean for the

particular group. These data were then snmitted to Multiple



Scalogram Analysis, a Guttman analytic procedure that extracts

more than one scale from the data if it is present (Lingoes, 1963).

Outcomes of this analysiz are presented in Table 4. For

normal readers, the scaled tasks were ranked from relatively

easy to relatively difficult as follows: oral reading, sentence

listening comprehension, sentence reading comprehension and sen-

tence question answering. This is the same rank order as was

observed for the group means and demonstrates that the hierarchy

which was observed for the group also held, with a high degree

of probability, for all individuals within the group. The

reproducibility of this scale was .94. For poor readers, the

items in the scale also paralleled the group means, ranging

from relatively easy to relatively difficult as follows: sen-

tence reading comprehension, oral reading, sight vocabulary and

sentence question answering. The reproducibility for this scale

was 1.00, showing that all tasks conformed to the scale for all

Ss. Note that some tasks scaled even though they were not sig-

nificantly different on the group data. This outcome represents

unique information provided by the Guttman analysis. It indi-

cates that scores of individuals on the tasks fell into the

pattern defined by the Guttman scale although the distribution.

of some tasks overlapped considerably.

Discussion

Presence c. 2 :arning hierarchies in reading comprehension is

supported by tills investigation. The array of skills including



oral reading, sentence listening comprehehsion, sentence reading

comprehension, sight vocabulary and sentence question answering.

were found to have differential levels of strength. The 5 tasks

were significantly different in difficulty based on data for

normal. and poor readers. Furthermore, 4 of the tasks were arranged

in a Guttman scale for the two groups separately. For the normal

readers the,tasks which entered the Guttman scale ranged from

easy to difficult as follows: oral reading, sentence listening

comprehension, sentence reading comprehension and sentence ques-

tion answering. The reproducibility was .940 indicating that

if an individual was relatively proficient in sentence question

answering, he was likely to be proficient in all of the lower

order skills. Conversely, if an individual was relatively low

on a given skill, e.g. sentenco listening comprehension, he was

relatively low on all higher order skills, with a high degree

of probability. Poor readers manifested a qualitatively dif-

ferent learning hierarchy than normal readers. Skills that

entered the Guttman scale for poor readers ranged from easy to

difficult as follows: sentence reading comprehension, oral

reading, sight vocabulary, sentence question answering. The

reproducibility was 1.00 showing that the Guttman scale obtained

for all Ss on all tasks.

Differences between normal and poor readers included:

1) components of the learning hierarchies, 2) rank order of

the components, and 3) relative degree of proficiency among

components. The scale contained sentence listening comprehension



for normals but not for poor readers suggesting that listening

skills are not systematically related to reading skills in poor

readers. The low interoorrelation between sentence listening

comprehension and other reading skills supports this notion.

Perhaps this indicates that comprehension difficulties of poor

readers stem from their failure to generalize language skills

from listening to reading. However, it may mean that listening

and reading are not as inherently related as popularly believed

for disabled readers. The dependence of reading comprehension

on 'listening comprehension for normal readers is substantiated

by this study.

Sight vocabulary was present in the learning hierarchy for

poor readers and not for normals.. Recognition of printed word

meanings is systematically related to reading comprehension,

particularly answering questions on sentences in poor readers.

Among normals, sight vocabulary and answering questions on sen-

tences were similar in difficulty and were moderately correlated.

Under these correlations, absence of.sight vocabulary from the

scale, indicates that for individuals who had a score en one

test (e.g. sight vocabulary) above the mean and a score on

another test (e.g. sentence question answering) below the mean,

the distribution of scores around the mean was random.

A marked distinction between the groups derives from the

fact that oral reading in normals was substantially more pro-

ficient than the next skills in the hierarchy, sentence reading



comprehenslon and sentence listening comprehension. In contrast,

the oral reading level of pow readers was the same as their

sent/nee reading comprehension level. A possible interpretation

for this is that poor readers do not learn decoding skills easily.

Their sentence reading comprehension skill develops to the point

where they can comprehend most of what they can read orally.

One impediment to their improvement in sentence comprehension

may be lack of decoding fluency.

Normal readers answered questions on sentences at the same

degree of proficiency as they comprehended sentences suggesting

generalization from lower order to higher order skill. However,

poor readers were substantially lower (about 50.percent) in

sentence question answering than sentence reading comprehension.

These results suggest that the additional cognitive demands of

memory, processing questions and relating questions to sentences

pose greater cognitive challenges for poor readers than normal

readers.

It was observed in Table 3 that poor readers had a higher

grand mean than normal readers. Recall that the groups were

initially matched on the Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension test.

It is comforting that they were also similar (not significantly

different) on the sentence question answering task. However,

note that sentence question answering is significantly lower

than other skills on the hierarchy for poor readers. It is

possible that matching poor readers with normal readers on

4

4



this task, produced an arrangement in which skills that are

prerequisite to this task were operating at higher levels of

proficiency for poor than good readers.

A question may be raised regarding the effect of instruc-

tional method in learhing hierarchies. It is possible that one

teaching approach, e.g. phonics oriented, may produce one learning

hierarchy and a second teaching approach, e.g. sentence com-r

prehension oriented, may produce a second learning hierarchy.

In the present study the normal children received an eclectic,

comprehensive reading program including word recognition, phonics,,

sentence reading and listening comprehension activities. The

poor readers had also received diverse instruction as a groups

For some children phonics had been emphasized and for others

sentence comprehension had been emphasized. Since the repro-

ducibility of the hierarchy was so high (1.00) for the poor

readers, there is no evidence that the different teaching empha-

ses produced different hierarchies. Although it appears that

the hierarchies will not be drastically modified by different

teaching px'ograms, the issue.eremains open to empirical Inves-

tigation.

. Learning hierarchies are confirmed when the two criteria

of differential difficulty and positive transfer are met. This

study suggests that differential difficulty is present for

several skills related to reading comprehension, and that

experimental tests of positive transfer among the components

in the hierarchies is warranted. The transfer experiments are



needed before implications for curriculum development may be

drawn confidently. He ever, if learning hierarchies in com-

prehension that meet both criteria are qualitatively diffccent

for good and poor readers, an fluportant empirical issue for

curriculum development arises. Should curricula be tailored

and matched to the hierarchies of different types of children

or should curricula be organized to parallel the hierarchies

of efficient learners, with the implication that hierarchies

of poor readers should be modified rather than accomodated?

The implication of a learning hierarchy for instruction

is that teaching will be optimized by progressing from lower

order to higher order skills. In the present study, a hier-

archy of skills was found poor readers with materials at the

31 level. One plausible instructional approach derived from

this hierarchy may be termed a hierarchical mastery procedure.

For any given level of materials, e.g. 31, the lowest order

skill should be mastered first. Then the next skill in the

hierarchy should be mastered. When the highest order skill

has been acquired, the next level of difficulty, e.g. 3', may

be introduced. The lowest order skill may be taught to mastery

at this new level of difficulty and the cycle may be repeated

until all skills at the 32 level are attained. Such a prods-

dure may prove more efficient than instruction in which learning

hierarchies are ignored and skills are taught in a nonsystematic

order.
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TABLE 1

Means, Standard Deviations and

Reliabilities of Tasks in Reading

CoMprehension Learning Hierarchy Study

group and Task
IIMMIN11.11.

Mean
Percent
Correct

Standard
Deviation Reliability°

Normal Readers
Sight Vocabulary
Sentence Reading Comprehensiona
Sentence Question Answering
Oral Reading
Sentence Listening Comprehension

Poor Readers
Sight Vocabulary 54.75 31.54 . g3
Sentence Reading Comprehensiona 66.83 28.41 . 9

36.08 28.17 .79
69.1,8 18.26 .97
77.50 17.28 .83

23.33
34.17
24.58
61.08
41.63

28.15 .89
32.13 .88
24.69 .73
24.85 .9a
27.93 .85

Sentence Question Answering
Oral ReadLig
Sentence Listening Comprehension

a Mean Percent Correct of two sentence reading passages combined
b. Percent correct using raw scores which were corrected for Luessing
e Reliabilities based on the KR21 formula



TABU. 2

Correlations Among the Five Tasks,

Gates-MacGinitie Comprehension and Chronological Age

for Normal and Poor Readers
(a)

ilIPM.MIMENIMMI1Mmi.4.M.1.001Mwm.M.=0.111

CA

Chronological Age (CA)

Comprehension (GMC)

ltence Reading
C.mprehension (SRC)

S itence Listening
C nprehension (SLC)

.079

.193

.034

;"ntence Question
A 3wering (SQA) .024

Sight Vocabulary (SV) .154

O 11 Reading (OR) -.076

SRC

.047 -.039

.631**

.844**

.861** .810**

.782**

.747**

.854**

.741**

.870**

.771**

SLC SQA SV OR

.430* -.026 -.174 -.115

.195++ .410*+ .569** .5601

.315++ .540** .855** .905'

.23)+ .288 .2131

.759**

.692**

.792**

.465* .5821

.736** .8881

.664** .692**

(a) Correlations fnr poor readers are in the upper and
right half of table. Correlations for normal readers
are in the lower and left half of the table.

* indicates p < .n5
** indicates .p (.01
+ indicates p (.05 difference between poor readers

and normal readers
++ indicates p (.01 difference between poor readers

and normal readers
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TABLE 3

Learning Hierarchies in Reading CoMprehension

for Good and Poor. Readers

Normal

Oral Reading..

Sentence Listening
Comprehension

Sentence Reading
Comprehension

1

#

Sentence Question'
Answering
Sight Vocabulary

Group

Poor

Sentence Listening
Comprehension

Aral Reading
*#.* Sentence Reading

Comprehension

rt

Sight Vocabulary

Sentence Question
Answering

Note: Entries joined by a line do not differ at pdr.01.



TABLE 4

Guttman Analysis of .

Reading Comprehension

Learning Hierarchies

Task Order

Normal Readers

Oral Reading
Sentence Listening Comprehension
Sentence Reading Comprehension
Sentence Question Answering

Poor Readers

Sentence Reading Comprehension
Oral Reading
Sightlrocabulary
Sentence Question Answering

Reproducibility

.94 1.00

Cornell Scores

Number of tests passed Number of subjects

Normal

4 5
3 4
2
1

3.

6
0 6

Poor

5
8
2

0
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Cllr MAZE 1TECHNIQUE. roil ASSESSING

AND 1410NITORING READING COMPREHENSION

It is widely believed that there are many' different skills involved

in reading and that these skill' develop simultaneously in malt children.

In the general population, a Gird grade child who is relatively superior

in phonic skills is likely to be relatively superior in reading compre-

hension. At the same time, a child who is worse than his peers in sight

vocabulary is likely to be weak in understanding sentences and paragraphs.

These relationships are reflected in the high positive correlation of about

.70 between word identification tests such as the Wide Range Achievement

Test (WRAT) and comprehension casures such as the California Reading

Test (01ridge, 1964, Washington 6. Taska, 1970).

On the other side of the coin, there are many individual children

Imo represent, exceptions to these generalizations. Some chiLdren may be

able to identify words accurately without being able to understand sentences

or paragraphs. These exceptions are not inconsistent with the .70 corre-

lation between word identification and paragraph comprehension. If the

correlation coefficient between two variables is squared, the proportion

of variability in one variable may be estimated. ror example, .70 squared

is .49 which indicates that about half of the differences between children

in paragraph comprehension may be traced to word identification ability.

The other half must be related to other factors such as linguistic com-

petence, vocabulary level and memory skills.

Since it cannot be assumed that children-comprehend material that
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they can read orally, two problems arise. The first problem is the iden-

tification of individual children whose'comprehension is deficient and

the identification of the comprehension level of a class of children

Olther they are normal, educabl, retarded or learning disabled.

A second problem is that teachers and reading specialists need a

simple,. accurate means to monitor the progress of children during the

course of a reading program. Particularly if the program emphasizes

comprehension skills, the comprehension levels of an individual or a

group should be assessed regularly to supply feedback to the teacher

about the effectiveness of the instructional approach. Standardized

tests are insufficient for this purpose since they require time and

money and cannot be given with sufficient frequency to provide the feed-

back that is needed for continuous revision and improvement of the

teaching program.

The solution to these two problems lies in the use of a technique

to measure comprehension levels within the classroom. There are at

least three general requirements of any technique to fulfill this pur-

pose. Fist, the teacher must be able to construct the measuring device

using materials that are familiar to her, immediately available and

useful for teaching. This requirement eliminates standardized tests as

suggested previously. Second, the technique must be reliable. This is,

a child should perform as well one day on the test as he does the next.

The child's performance on two sections of the test which attempt to

measure the same skill should be similar. Third, the technique must be

valid. Use of the teacher-made technique to measure comprehension should

produce similar results to use of a standardized test.
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The most common form of evaluating reading comprehension consists

of askiag questions. After reading a paragraph or passage, the child

is presented questions in written or oral form which he attempts to

answer. Many difficulties latch., this method of evaluating .omprehen-

.

non. First, if a child fails to answer one or more questions, it is

difficult to determine whether he did not understand the question, did not

understand the passage, failed to relate the question to the proper

section of the passage or some combination of these.

A second problem associated with the use.of questions is that

questions vary immensely in nature and quality. Although "rote" ques-

tions are usually easier than "inference" questions, there are many types

of both "rote" and "inference" questions. Some "inference" questions

such as "Vas it a cold morning?" that relate to the sentence "Ted pulled

the wagon over the frosty grass." . may be easy. This type cf question

may be as easy as a "rote" question that inquires "who pulled the wagon"

when the story stated that "Ted pulled the wagon." Since the distinctions

between "rote" and " inference" questions are complex, "rote" questions

are not always easier than "inference" questions and the difficulties of

different "inference" questions may vary dramatically. Suppose a teacher

attempts to pose ten "inference" questions on two occasions (2 Fridays),

A child's apparent comprehension on the two occasions may be higher or

lower due to inconsistency in the difficulty of the questions rather

than increases or decreases in his understanding of the reading material

A third difficulty in using questions to evaluate comprehension is

that the child's ability to construct answers to questions may not
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reflect his actual understanding of what he has read. Suppose a child is

required to provide a short written answer to the question "What do we

know about the day" when the passage contained the sentence "Ted pulled

the wagon on the frosty grass." The child may not be able to generate

John T. Guthrie

the phrase "...old morning" although he would answer "yes" to the question

of whether it was a cold morning. Thus the child could recognize a

correct answer although he could not produce one. In this case, the

response mode rather than conceptual complexity determined the difficulty

of the question. Questions must be very carefull, lntrolled for type,

and response mode if they arc to be accurate, consistent indications of

comprehension. Since such control is time consuming and impractical in

many teaching situtations, the informal assessment of reading comprehen-

.sion is usually less accurate and consistent than desirable.

One possible technique that may be used to measure and monitor

comprehension in reading is the maze procedure. The maze procedure con-

sists of a series of sentences which may be extracted from any story or

book. The text is modified by substituting 3 alternative words for

every fifth or tenth word in the story.

Here is an example:

on some
The truck was full of corn . The farmer and his truck swam fast..

roads went

The child reads the material silently and circles the alternatives which

he believes are correct. The number or percentage that the child circles

correctly indicates the level of his comprehension of that passage. For

example, suppose a child was given a 100 word passage with 20 maze items.
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I he answered 15 items correctly, it could be said that he understood

the passage with 75 percent proficiency.

The validity and reliability of this technique have been described

Sr a previous article (Guthrie, 1973). The correlation between perfor-

nrInce on 7 passages of the maze task, 160 words in length, and the

Gates-NacGinitie Comprehension Subtext for both normal and 'poor
rt..

readers wai found to be .82. Clearly, the technique identifies children

to be good or poor readers in a manner very similar to the well estab-

lished Gates-MacGinitie Test. Relaibility of a single 160 word passage

was found to be over .90. This shows that performance on short passages

is likely to be internally consistent and will probably be similar across

sLort periods of time. The experience of the author is that when the

.technique has been used by teachers or reading specialists to monitor

the progress of children in corprehension, the accuracy of an individual

child on a certain level of material, e.g. 22, seldom varies more than

about 10 percentage points over a period of 2 - 3.days. Of course, if

a child performs at 50 percent accuracy on 2
2
material one month, he

may learn to comprehend at that level and improve to 90 percent accurarr

2 months later.

To examine the usefulness of the maze technique for identifying

comprehension' levels in normal and poor readers, an experiment was

conducted in which two tasks were given to two groups of children. The

subjects mere 13 normal second graders who wore taught with an eclectic

approach including phonics, sight vocabulary, reading comprehension, and

written expression. The poor readers were 13 children who attended a

xt
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a special school for reading remcdiation. The methods for these children
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included elements similar to the normal group including phonics, bight

vocabulary, reading comprehension and less emphasis on written expression.

The primary difference betweeu the programs was that the poor readers were

taught in small groups of 4 -5 which permitted more iedividuLlization of

instruction than was possible with the groups of 35 - 40 in which the

normal children were placed. The poor readers wore screened to insure that

each child had the following characteristics: WISC IQ higher than 90,

normal bearing, normal vision, normal emotional adjustment, absence of

gross neurological dysfunction, and 1.5 or more years deficiency in reading.

The normal children were 7.60 years old and the poor were 9.61.yearp

old, a significant difference (t m 6.28, df 25, p <405). The Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test IQ Scores of the normal and poor groups were

;04,..66 and 104.15 respectively. The reading levels of the normal and poor

groups were 2.73 and 2.50 respectively on the Metropolitan Achievement Test -

Word Knowledge. These levels were not significantly different.

The materials consisted of a 160 word passage from stories in basal

readers which were at the 21 grade level according to the Spacho (1953)

formula. In the oral reading task (task 1) the children were required to

read all of the words aloud that were in the passage. The words were pre-

sented one at a time in a random list and the child's ability to pronounce

each word was assessed. In the maze task, (task 2) the passage was modi-

Lied according to the procedure described previously. About every fifth

word was replaced with 3 alternatives which included: a) the correct word;

b) an incorrect word that was the same form class (verb, noun, function
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a different form from the correct word. The children read Lite passage

silently and circled the words they believecrwere correct.

The results of administering these tasks are presented in Table 1.

It is evident that the normal children were more proficient iu oral reading

than the poor readers since the mean of the former group was about 90 per-

cent correct and the mean of the latter group was about 81 percent correct.

This difference was statistically significant (t m 2.10, df m 24, p COS).

In addition the normal group cats more proficient in comprehension since

they attained a level of 89 percent accuracy on the maze task whereas the

poor group attained a level of only 61 percent accuracy. This difference

was also statistically significant (t n 3.74, df m 24, p (.005). Although

the normal and poor groups were matched on standardized sight vocabulary

and TQ, the latter group was slightly inferior in oral reading, about 10

percentage points, and substantially inferior in comprehension, about

30 percentage points.

The question of yhether some children in the two groups are defi-

cient in comprehension while other children are normal may be raised. To

address this issue, a ratio of comprehension level and oral rending level

teas established for each child. For each subject, a ratio WAS constructed

of the percent of the items correct on the maze task` as the numerator

and the percent of the words correct on the oral reading task as the

denominator. Although the scales for the maze and oral reading tasks ere

not identical, a ratio less than 1.00 suggests that the child read orally
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material that KTaid not comprehend and a ratio greater than 1.00 sukzesti

that the child's comprehension surpaused his oral reading.

A display of the ratios for both normal and poor readers is pre-

smted in Figure 1. It is evident that the ratios for a majority of the

normal children clustered arout.d 1.00. The mean was .0 with a standard

deviation of .09. This indicates that the normal children understood the

ipatences very nearly to the extent that they could read them orally. A

child who orally read 70 percent of the words correctly was likely to

perform at the 70 percent level on the maze task. The poor readers, how-

ever, had a lower general level and were more different from each other

than the normals. The mean of the ratios for the poor readers was .72

tmd the standard deviation was .21. This mean was significantly lower

than normal (t m 4.50, df m 25, p (..01) and the standard deviation was

significantly larger for the Ivor group than the normals (11 m 5.50,

df m 12/12, p From Figure 1 it can be observed that some of the

poor group had ratios of about 1.00 which shows they could comprehend as

well as they could read aloud. Other poor readers, however, had ratios

in the .50 vicinity which shows that theix comprehension was deficient

idcomparison to their oral reading level:These children need particular

enphasis placed on instruction in comprehension in contrast to phonics,

sight vocabulary or written expression.

An interesting relationship between comprehension and oral reading

emerges from the correlation of the maze/oral reading ratios and oral

reading level for both groups. The correlation for normal children was

.26, whereas the correlation for the poor readers was.82. Among normals,
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tlw ratio was about 1.00 regardless of whether the oral reading was 50

percent or 100 percent. They understc.od what they could read orally and

not more or less. For poor readers, children with high oral reading (90

percent) had high ratios (90 percent). But children with m,Jerate oral

tending (70 percent) had low ratios (50 percent). A vivid restatement

of this relationship is that for poor readers whose oral reading was 90

percent, the maze accuracy was 90 percent. But for those -Wail; oral iiieffiii

was 70 pOrcent, the mate was an astonishing 30 percent. In other words,

when normal children have difficulty reading orally, some comprehension

of the passage is possible. However, when poor readers have difficulty

with oral reading, comprehension is drastically reduced. It appears that

for poor readers the reading comprehension mechanism is delicate and breaks

down rapidly when input from the decoding mechanism is even slightly

istorted or reduced.

In summary, the results of the experiment were that poor readers

were worse than normal readers who were matched with them on sight vocabu-

lary. The poor readers were inferior on both oral reading and comprehen-

sion. The inferiority of the poor readers in comprehension was more

=inked than their difficulty in oral reading. Furtnormore, normal children

who could not read aloud with high proficiency understood at least some

of the material. However, the poor readers who made even a few errors

while reading the words in the passage did not comprehend the material

at the most elementary level. It is clear that assessing, teaching and

monitoring rending comprehension is particularly important for poor readers.

How can teachers, reading specialists and learning disability
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Vo" specialists use the maze technique? first, it can be used to identify

John T. Cuthrie

children who have comprehensio.; problems. A passage of 100 words from a

basal story may be rewritten in maze form and given to a child, The child

simply circles the correct alteroatives and returns the mateeial to be

corrected by the teacher. The teacher then asks the child to read the

words from the passage (either in isolation or in context) and the correct

number of words is recorded. The percent correct on the maze may then be

compared to the percent correct on the oral reading task, If the maze

percentage is drastically lower than the oral reading percentage, (20

percentage points or more) comprehension is a distinct problem for the

child. Teaching efforts can then be directed to the child's comprehension

deficiency.

The maze technique may be used to monitor progress in comprehension.

X1 accomplish this, the teachar stair rewrite different ba641 stories into

maze form and administer them periodically to determine a child's growth

in comprehension. The maze can also be given in groups or subgroups at

different levels. A chart such as the one represented in Table 2 may be

used, The necessary information includes- .mtly: the child's name, date

of administration of the maze task, book:level of the passage, and the

child's accuracy in terms of percent correct. If the maze task is given

weekly and plotted over a 4 b week period, the child's growth or lack

of growth will be clearly observable to both the teacher and child.

From the chart in Table 2 it is clear that the child's comprehension

at the 21 level was about 60 percent proficiency on September 12 - 14,

His performance improved until it was over 85.percent for 3 different days,
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the 26 - 28th. Then material at the 22 level was introduced which was

more difficult resulting in 75 - 80 percent proficiency. By Cct. 12 his

perfoalance was not above the 8 percent level and more teaching at that

le'alwould be necessary for this child.

The bas :c principles for using the maze procedure to guide the

selection of materials are outlined below. Passages used in each maze

should be new to the child'and vocabulary for the passage shouId not be

presented. Passages should be about 120 words long. Approximately every

fifth word or less should be replaced with 3 alternatives. Alternatives

shnuld include: 1) the correct word, 2) an incorrect word that is the

same part of speech (noun, verb, modifier, function) as the correct word,

and 3) an incorrect word that is a different part of speech. The positions

John T. Guthrie

of the words should be varied. If a child is performing at about 90 per-

cent accuracy for 3 - 4 administrations of the maze, more difficult material

should be introduced. Optimal Leaching levels are about 60 - 70 percent

accuracy.' If the child performi on the 31 material it the 50 percent

accuracy, 22 at 65 percent and 21 at 90 percent accuracy, materials at the

22 level should be used for teaching. Materials below the 21 level cannot

be used as easily as materials at higher levels. When the child reaches

85 - 100 percent accuracy at a given level, say 2
2

, the next higher level

should be introduced. When he reaches 85 - 100 percept accuracy on that

level, materials at a higher level may be used and this cyclic process

continues.

Considerable experience in using the maze task to monitor reading

comprehension has been gained by 4 teachers in the Kennedy School in

4'

qr

7
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Baltimore. During the past year 14 poor readers aged about 11 and reading

at the 2.0 - 3.0 grade level were given a comprehension-oriented curricu-

lum in reading. 'the children's deficiencies were primarily related to

semantic and syntactic development rather than visual-perceptual skills.

Maze tasks were used to wide t'te comprehension instruction and the follow-

ing observations emerged from the teacher's experience. At the outset,

children at the 2.5 grade level were given 2
1

readers. Performance at

this level increased from 60. to 90 percent accuracy in about 2 weeks as

the children learned the basic strategies for performing the task. When

consistent mastery (85 - 100% accuracy) was reached at the 21 level, 2
2

level materials were introduced. This shift, or any increase in difficulty,

may produce: 1) no change in comprehension, 2) uluxation in comprehension

(65 - 85) percent accuracy on different days), or 3) reduction in compre-

hension (65 - 70 percent accuracy over several days). aCta : child ex-

perienced a 3 week period of f luxation in accuracy (65 - 85%) before

consistent performance over 85 percent at that level was attained.

Several factors were found which produced unusually low performance

(below 60%) on the maze task, during the course of instruction in compre-

hension. Occasionally a story was extremely difficult due to uncommon

vocabulary or proper names. If a child was emotionally distraught or

fatigued from adverse home situations, his reading comprehension was

temporarily decreased. Attempts to improve the speed. of work usually

degraded the accuracy of maze task performance and the inconsistent use

of materials that varied 1 or 2 years in difficulty appeared to be

confusing and caused decreases in comprehension.
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During this teaching period, the technique provided a sensitive

John T. Guthrie

indication of comprehension and suggested when to increase or decrease

the difficulty of materials to maintain growth at the fastest possible

rate. In the 4 month period when the maze-guided instruction occurred,

the average gain was 2 years in reading comprehension on the maze task.

The majority of childred gained 2 years in comprehension while a few

gained 3 years and a few gained 1.year as determined by maze task per-

formance.

The maze procedure has been presented as an assessment and monitoring

technique, not a teaching method. A multitude of instructional activities

and programs may improve comprehension. These improvements will be re-

fleeted in maze scores. Teaching word meanings, sentence structure,

listening skills and phonics will likelystieceed in. increasing maze scores.

The salutary value of using ea: ttrze prodedure is that it serves as a

thermostat to regulate comprehension instruction. It is not intended to

serve as the furnace to raise the comprehension levels. The creativity

and initiative of the teacher are needed .to fulfill the essential teaching

role.

Charting performance with the maze technique can be motivating for

the student and the teacher alike especially if the children drsw their

awn. charts. Children can compete with themselves instead of their peers

and can take deserved pride in their progress when it is undeniably

reflected on the chart. Charts may be used by teachers to determine

.whether the teaching approach is effective and to illustrate the child's

growth to others, such as parents or principals, who may wish to know

about the child.

'5,

7t,
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TABLE I
4

Or 1 Re din and in the Maze Task

Ini=1.......
Oral

Reading

fereamMOReammeme

Normal 3E

SD

Disabled I

SD

89.54

7.11

80.92

12.91

Tasks

Mere
Performance

Mate/Oral
Ratio

89.23 .99

11.81 .09

60.62 .72

24.88 .21

Rote: Scores in the maze /oral column are ratios.
Other scores are percent correct.
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FOR VARIOUS TARGETS AY NORMAL AND DISABLED READERS

Rick Steinheiser mid John T. Guthrie

Kennedy Institute, Janne Hopkins University

..A-group of disabled readers and a group of age-matched and a group

of reading-level matched readers participated in a target scanning task.

While reading a simple five sentence passage, the subject searched for

a certain type of target: words of a given category, the letter "o",

or the phoneme/654 Al]. three groups were fastest in finding the word

targets and slowest in finding the phoneme. The disabled readers were

slower than the age-matched group for all targets. It'weas concluded

that the phonological coding occurred at. different rates attcr graphemic

and semantic coding for the three groups.

A

. A
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Several recent word-scanning and letter-scanning studies of good

and poor readers have failed to find any significant differences between

the good and the poor readers (Katz & Wicklund, 1971; Katz & Wicklund,

1972). Assuming that a word can be encoded in terms of graphemic,

phonemic, and semantic features, it should be possible to measure the

relative encoding times for each of these sets of features (Cohen,

1970).. The purpose of the present experiment was to.determine if poor

readers were significantly slower with any of these encoding steps than

normal readers.

. If the order of encoding of words is from grapheme to phoneme (and

perhaps to spelling patterns) and then to "meaning,." than one might

expect search times to be shortest for a letter target, longer for a

phoneme target, and longest for a semantic target. This kind of

sequential processing has been reviewed by Neisser (1967). Alternative

models (Smith, 1973) and data (Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 1970; Smith

& Ilaviland, 1971) raise the pflossibility that encoding may proceed from

a fairly high level of abstraction ("meaning") of the stimulus to the

analysis and synthesis of lower-order units such as phonemes (phonetic

representation). This would imply that words are perceived as synthe-

sized entities, from which an awareness of the constituents is sub-

sequently derived. That is, the synthesis process utilizes fragments



of the graphemic-phonemic matrix, but these fragments are not accessible

for volitional processing (recognition) until the larger unit (word) has

been constructed.

Thus, poor readers could be inferior to normals (as measu-ed by

total scanning time through passoges) in terms of ability to find a

visual target (a speCific letter), a phonemic target (a short vowel

sound), or a word (of a specified semantic category). Dependency upon

syntactic cues may also be assessed by examining performance on sentences

in which the word order has been randomized. Presumably normal readers

would show a greater proportional increase in search times in this condi-

tion over the normal sentence structures than the disabled readers. This

prediction was made because the reading speed of the disabled readers

might be so slow with the normal sentences so as to render use.tess any

syntactic information which facilitates high-speed scanning (Gough,

1972).

Subiects. Three groups of twelve subjects each were used. Sm.& of

these subjects had participated in previous reading experiments

(Steinheiscr at Guthrie, 7973). The disabled group had a mean chron-

ological age of 10 years 6 months, a median I.Q. of 98 (on the: tasc-11),

and a median vocabulary of grade 2.8 (on the Gates-MacOinnitie). Group

II students had a mean age of 7 years 4 months, median I.Q. of 105

(on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test), and a median vocabulary of

grade 2.6. Group III students were front the same parochial school as

Group 14 and they had a mean age of 10 yonre VI months, a median
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of 105 (on. the PPVT), and a median vocabulary of grade 6.8.

Tests for statistical significance showed that the disaKed group

was older than the reading-leva matched group (t211.98, df " 34, g.;:.06);

and the age-matched control grour was also older 'than the reaJing-level

matched group (t=2.16, df 34, e;05). An extension of the median

test produced a significant chi-square (X2 m 22.660 df = 2, Ron)

from the vocabulary scores of the three groups. (A11 of the vocabulary

scores for the ago-matched group exceeded the grand median.) The I.Q.

scores of the three groups yielded an insignificant 4.3 on the extension

of the median test.

Stmuli. 'Six short stories were used, ranging from 23 to 30 words per

story and 4 to 5 sentences per story. Each story was typewritten on a

sheet of paper for inspection by the subject. Each story was about a

different topic, e.g., foods, citthes, animals. Each story contained

on the average five "targets." The five semantic targets varied from

story to story; for example, cow, cat, dog, fox, and pig were the

animal'targets in one story, and blue, geeen, red, brown and black were

the color targets in another story. Each story also contained an average

of five instances of the letter "o" and five instances of the short "a"

phonemeNas in "ran" and "cat."

In one condition the sentences were unaltered, whereas in another

condition the words within a given sentence were scrambled, but the order

of occurrence of each scrambled sentence within the passage itself was

maintained.
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Procedure. Half of the subjects from each group were presented the

normal sentences on the first day of testing and the randomized set

on the second day. Counterbalascing for the three types of target vas

alto performed.

The first task of each subject was to read each of the six stories

aloud. This was done to assure that the selection of words was within

the pronunciation range of the subject.

The next task for all subjects was to read each s?..ory as fast as

possible and mark the period at the end of each sentence in that story.

Most subjects elected to read silently, although several subjects in

the younger and remedial groups tended to read aloud (whispering to

themselves). The experimenter was able to assure that each reader

actually did road each sentence (instead of simply scanning for the

period) by observing the reading behavior (eye movements, movement of

the index finger along the words of a sentence) of the subject. The ;

reader was told that he would be timed in this and subsequent tasks by

the experimenter who held a manual stopwatch accurate to the nearest

.1 second. The reading time (to mark the periods) for each story for

each subject was recorded.

In the short "a" vowel Q410 search, the subject was. instructed to

mark all of the letter a's in the story which had a "short" sound,

e.g., cat, ran, and.

In the letter search task, the subject was given a fresh page of

the same stories, and asked to mark all oC the letter o'a contained in
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all of the words in each story.

In the semantic category search the reader was Oven a new sheet

with the six stories and was asked to mark all of the words oP a given

story which were instances of a particular category, e.g., 0.i of the

animal names in one story, all o the color names in another story, etc.

The reader was given feedback (search time, and any errors that were

made) in each of the target searches.

The first story of each set was always considered practice, and

was omitted from data analysis. The main data of interest were the

search times for each reader to the five targets in the five different

stories for the four different types of targets.

In this split-plot design, the three groups of subjects was the

between variable, and the type of sentences (normal vs. scrambled) and

the four types of targets were the within variables.

Results

Figure 1 shows the average search times for each group across the five

normal test stories, and Figure 2 shows the search times for the same

targets within scrambled sentences. Analysis of variance of these

data is presented in Table 1. It may be seen that all. of the main

effects (groups, sentence type, and target) are significant by the

Ceisser-Greenhouse test with reduced degrees of freed6.

Inspection of Figures 1 and 2 shows that there was a minor effect

due to sentence structure for the remedial and age-matched groups, but



that the younger group was consistently much slower in detecting all

types of target in the scrambled sentence condition. A Schaff° test

(s w Table 2) showed this to be a highly significant difference (n.21.86,

.E(01).

The general conclusions that can be drawn from the comparisons in

Table 2 are these: the disabled readers were faster with the scrambled .

sentences than the second-graders; the second graders were faster on

the sentences than with the scrambled versions; all three groups were

generally fastest with word targets, slower to the letter target, and

slowest when searching for the phoneme target. Note that the relative

difficulty for the phoneme target was extremely great for the disabled

readers us compared to the other groups and other targets.

The disabled group wasjconsistently slower to all targets in

40 conditions than the age-matched group. The greatest jifierence

between than occurred in the phoneme search. The disabled group was

also faster than the reading-level matched group when searching for

words and for a single letter. These two groups produced similar

latencies to the phoneme target in both the sentence and scrambled

sentence condition.

Discussion

All three groups were 'consistently faster in finding the semantic

(ward) target than the letter target; and the letter was consistently

found faster thin the phoneme. This finding is in general agreement

with the results obtained by when (1.970). One interpretation of this



finding is that it suggests the order of processing to be semantic (the

whole wore), then graphemic, and then phonological (Smith & Holmes,

1971).

A more cautious interpretation may be warranted, which arises

from the possible discrepancy between the size of the potential target

population in the various search conditions. Since there were fewer

words than letters in each story, it might seem reasonable that words

should be recognized faster than letters simply because there are fewer

words to process. Although possible, this argument seems to beg the

question, since word recognition may be either serial (in stages) or

parallel.(holistic, simultaneous processing of All constituents). To

ea) that, there were fewer word targets than letter targets per story is

to ignore the constituents of a word, namely, letters. The "unequal

ta.:get probability" hypothesis veuld treat words as separate hol.fstic

targets, and this becomes equivalent to the order of processing proposed

by the authors to explain the results: semantic, graphemic, and phone-

logical.

A developmental effect was clearly °Invent, in that the younger

group's performance detee-.. :_ad significantly when syntactic cues

were no longer available. This contradicts the hypotnesis proposed

earl!er in the paper, but does suggest that the disabled readers were

able to focus attention upon the task at hand bettor than the younger

group. That is, the lack of linguistic 6tructure may have served as

In attentional test for tho disabled readwi, and less as 'an indicator



of their psycholinguistic capabilities.

The present results confirm Cohen's (1970) findings: semantic

feature search is faster than for a letter (graphic featnre) and both

wake significantly faster than searching for a phonological feature.

However, the results are somewhat disparate from those reported earlier

by Katz and Wicklund (1970), since differences between the good and

poor reacrers did emerge in this study. For example, in the present

0
study, the disabled readers were considerably slower than the age-

matched control group even when searching for the word (semantic)

target. Possibly the disabled readers used in the present experiment

were considerably more disabled than those used by Katz and Wicklund

("Subjects in each grade were tentatively divided into groups of good and

poor readers based on the reading test scores which were available."

Katz and Wicklund, 1972, p.(364).

Finally, the phonological target was consistently the one that

required the longest search times. Since the disabled group took the

longest time with this target relative to the other targets, it would

seem that their source of difficulty comes at the stage in which "sight"

is to be encoded into "sound." It appears that the word is encoded as

a "gestalt," from which specific graphic information may then be ex-

tracted, along with the segmentation into pronouncable sequences.

Rather than constructing a word from its constituent letters, it would

appe4r that the word is the unit of analysis, from which more refined

information (semantic, graphic, phonological) is segmented. Neisser



(1967) has called these hypotheses "inference" and "unitization."

Results from the present experiment, and also those of Smith and

Haviland (1972) tend to support the unitization hypothesis. )r, as

Smith (1973) contends, "...mean:ug can be extracted from sequences of

written words independently of their sounds, and that in fact meaning

must be comprehended if sounds are to be appropriately produced (p. 78)."
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82-B4 at A3C1
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83-B4 at AlC1

84-83 rat A2C1
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TABLE 2

SCHEFFE POST-110C COMPARISONS

F

2.88

21.86

8.27

15.00

8.95

43.02

8.50

13.50

48.62

Probability.

N.S.

.01

N.S.

N.S.

.01

N.S.

.01

.61

Groups (A)

Key: Al Disabled Readers
AZ - Second Graders
A3 - Fourth, Fifth Graders

Targets (33)

Bt: - Period
B2 Word
83 - Letter "o"
B4 - Phoneme /n(1

Structure (C)

Cl - Sentences
C2 - Scrambled Sentences



TABLE 1

THREE-WAY ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE

Source d,4 t. Eon Square P p d.f. for F

A (gLoups) 2 3377.38 43.1 .001 2,33
subjects w:\gps. 33 78.5

B (target item) 3 1048.91 67.7 .001 1
0 33

AB 6 123.08 7.93 .01 2,33

B x subjects.w. gps. 99 15.5
C (structure) 1 299.72 16.2 .01 1,33
AC 2 71.83 3.87 .05 2,33

C x subjects w. gps. 33 18.57
BC 3 21.32 20.1. .01 1,33
ABC 6 7.90 7.45.01 20 33

BC x subj. w: gps. 99 1.06
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FIBGURE C.11TIONS

Figure 1. Average group scanning times for target
in stories with normal sentence structure.

Figure 2. Mean group scanning times for targets in
stories with a scrambled sentence structure.
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ADEQUATE VISUAL ENCODING FOLLOWED BY POOR PHONOLOGICAL ENCODING

AS A SOURCE OF READING DISABILITY

Frederick H. Steinheiser, Jr., and John T. Guthrie

Abstract

A group of disabled readers, and a group of age-matched and a

group of reading -level matched readers participated in a "same-different"

reaction-time task. After viewing a pair of items (non-alphabetic.
symbols, 4-letter vowel strings, or real words), the subject indicated

whether the same graphemic symbol had been underliiCed in each item of the

pair. A second task required an additional phonological encoding step:

the underlined letters of the two words could be different yet still produce

roughly the same vowel sound when pronounced: e.g., heat-feet. Also, the same

letters in the two words could produce different sounds: e.g., tmgh-shout.

In the visual comparison tasks; the. only significant effect was

that the ycunger normal group was slower than the age-matched control

group. However, when phonological coding was required, the'disabled

group was significantly slower than the young normal readers, and they

in turn were slower thalytfie age-matched normals.

These results suggest that disabled readers have adequate visual

processing abilities, but poor phonological encoding. One implication is

that methods of reading remediation might concentrate upon spelling

patterns, in order to exploit the systematicity between graphemes and

phonemes.
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ADEQUATE VISUAL ENCODING FOLLOWED BY POOR PHONOLOGICAL

ENCODING AS A SOURCE OF READING DISABILITY

English orthography is reputed to be disorderly with respect to

the phonetic realizations of written word:. For example, the letters

"th" are prclounced /4/ in "thin" but as /41/ in "this," and "ea"

is pronounced as in "heat" but as ig: in "head." The list of such

examples is extensive, and far from complete (Venezky, 1967). A

common anecdote is that the person who learns to read English as a

native language and then learns a more regular orthography such as Spanish or

- Finnish is far better off than the person who learns to read (and speak)

--"4-English as a second language.
O.

Since reading a given language must be explicitly taught to children

(unlike their spontaneous learning to speak and conprehend spoken

discourse), the. problem arises as to how lest to provide initial reading

instruction.. One approach (phonics) emphasizes the sight-sound (grapheme-

phoneme) correspondence in printed and spoken words. This may include

teaching the child to explicitly label grapheme clusters as one or another

type of utterance; e.g., "cat" has a "short a" and "la'2" has a "long a."

A different' approach stresses that the child shouldlearn that printed words

are signals for spoken words, and that meaning can be apprehended from these

printed words directly. Thus, the graphic symbols "c a t " stand for

that small fury animal with a tail, claws on its feet, that many people have

as a pet, etc., that we call "Ate Ai" in spoken discourse.
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Considerable research has been conducted to determine the nature'

of reading disability. The tasks have included measures of oral

reading speed, scanning rate for. target words in prose and word lists

("atz and Wicklund, 1972), and :entence completion (Guthrie, 1973 a),

sources of reading disability have been attributes to inadequate

cognitive (linguistic) skills (Guthrie, 1973 b), poor mastery of

grapheme-phoneme correspondence (Samuels, 1973), blocked transmission

of impulses through the angular gyrus (Preston and Guthrie, 1973),

and the very English orthographic system - as an example of all

Alphabetit-allv based writing systems (Rozin, Poritsky, & Sotsky, 1971).

One .purpose of the present experiment was to examine the "psycho-

logical reality" of certain spellinz units commonly found in English

words. Various word perception studies (Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 1970;

Gibson, 1971; Smith & Holm*, 1S72) have shown that complex internal

rolationshirs among the constituents (distinctive features, graphemes,

spelling patterns) interact with the subject's expeCtancies (Aderman

ot Smith, 1971). There are many processing stages involved in correctly

perceiving a word, one of which involves grapheme-phoneme correspondence

rules. The psychological reality of this rule system was explored in

this experiment, in which both normal and disabled readers participated.

By explicitly classifying the grapheme-phoneme relationship in a set

of words, it was hoped that the disabled readers' performance with

these categorized words would deviate in a consistent manner from

that of the normal readers.
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Venezky (1967) has developed an elaborate system of rulos which

purports to logically charactetize the grapheme-phoneme relationship

in many English words. As an example, consider the two letters "ea."

Wten these letters occur in ala adjacent order in a word, the phonetic

realization of the vowel depends upon the context provided by the

surrounding letters. Thus, "ea" is pronounced / ii in "bead" and as

/E/ in "head." There is a oneto-many mapping from the "ea" graphemes

to the possible /1 / or If phonemes. he list of similar examples

is extensive: Ion/,(could-count), /th/(this-thin), /a/ (cat-lake),

/u/ (put-cup), /i/ /ai/ (rain - said),. etc.

In the present experiment, a simple 2 x 2 grapheme-phonema

matrix was used to classify the words. In Fig. 1, quadrant 1 con-

tains grapheme (ea) which correspond to very nearly the same vowel

phoneme li/, in such words as heat and bead. quadrant 2 woiJs con-
:

twin different graphemes which produce highly similar phonemes

(e.g., "ee" and "ea" in the words heat and, feet both produce the

phoneme /11; quadrant 3 words contain the same relevant graphemes

but produce different sounding phonemes (e.g., "ea" is in both heat

and head, but the vowels are different); and quadrant 4 worcb, contain
0.1~~01

different relevant graphemes which produce different phonemes (e.g.

heat and sated). The experimental question was: will normal and

disabled readers be able to classify word pairs from each quadrant

mere easily on the basis of "save-different graphemes" than on the

basis of "same-different phonemes?"

Presumnbly the additional coding stage in going from grapheme
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to phoneme would increase the response latency for all subjects.

That is, it should take longer to decide that "heat" and "heed"

cc..ntaio different vowel phonem's than to decide that they both con-

tain the same (ca) middle graph.mes. Comparison of the disabled

readers' performance on the two tasks with that of normal readers

should indicate whether their source of difficulty is visual per-

ceptual or in the phonetic encoding.

Sitibiects,. Three groups of elementary school children participated,

each group comprising 12 students. Group I students attended a

remedial reading program at the Kennedy Institute in Baltimore. This

group had a mean chronological age (CA) of 10 years 6 months, a

median I.Q. of 98 (on the WISC-FS), and a;median vocabulary of grade

2.8 (on the Gates-NacGinitieTest). Group II students attended a

for :hial school in Baltimore, and were all in the second grade. The

mean (CA) of this group was 7 year 4 months, with a median I.A. of

105 (on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test), and a median vocabulary

of 2.6. Group III students were from the same parochial school, and

were in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, the mean (CA) of this

group was 10 years 311 months, with a median PITT I.Q. of 105, and a

median vocabulary of grade 6.8.

Tests for statistical significance showed that the disabled group

was older than the reading-level matched group (t = 1.98, df = 34,

2 4:.06); and the age-matched control group was also older than the

reading level matched group (t = 2.16, df w 34, .24.05). An extension

of the median test (Siegel, 1956) produced a significant chi-square
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= 22.66, df 2, 2(.01) from vocabulary scores of the three groups.

(All of the vocabulary scores for the age-matched group were above the

grand median.) The I.Q. scores yielded al insioificant 4,3 on the Extension

of the Median 7est.

Thus, groups I and II were approximately matched on reading level

beat not on age; whereas groups I and III weze approximately matched on

age but not on reading level.

Sttmuli, Common monosyllabic words were selected which conformed to

a simple 2 x 2 grapheme-phoneme matrix. In the present experiment,

only the vowel of each word was of interest. Some examples will help

to clarify the utility of using this matrix'scheme for selecting stimuli.

Both could and would have the same middle graphemes .(ou) and the vowel

sound is the same for both words; could and wood have different middle

letters :nit the vowel sound is the same; could and count have the same

middle letters but the vowel sound is different; and count and waod

have both different middle letters and different vowel sounds. This

matrix was used to generate a total set of 76 word pairs. Representative

pairs from quadrant I are: heat -seat, could-would, put -push; from quadrant

2: heat-meet- could-hook' put:look; from luadrant 3: heat-head could-countFwynNwo 6..mreij 2
tut -cam; from quadrant 4: heat-said, could-brown, put-cow,

The 76 word pairs used in this study are merely representative of a much

larger set of possible pairs, if less common and multisyllabic words were

included. The critical letters were always underlined when each pair

was presented to the subject.

Two sets of control stimuli were also used. One set consisted
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of the vowels a,e,o,u, and the other set consisted of the symbols @,#, &, *.

Permutations or the 4 elements generated the pairs for same-different

comparisons, with the constraint that only the two middle elements

could be in different positions within each pair. Thus, representative

pairs were: leou-aeou, oaeu-oaeu, uaeo-ueao, QA*-@#&* *& - *#&@.

Sixteen same and sixteen different pairs from each control set were

used.

Apparatus. Each pair of items was set in lower case type, a transparen.:y

made, and mounted in a 2"x2" slide for presentation by a carousel slide

- projector. The members of each pair were presented one above the other.

Two push-but-ons were provided for the S. A standard clock was

synchronized to start when the tachistoscopic shutter in front of the

projector opened, and to stop when S pushed e...ther button. Button

position was counter-balanced across Ss.

Procedure, Each S participated in three separate sessions, the order

of stimulus presentation being counter-balanced across Ss. Wore each

session, the S was shown the pertinent list of test items on a sheet of paper,

and was required to respond to each pair as being either the "same" or

"different." In the two conditions when real words were used, S was also

required to read each word aloud before deciding "same" or "different."

E gave assistance or corrections when necessary.

In the letter comparison task, S was shown the list of 76 word

pairs, and had to put the letter "s" (for "same") next to pairs from

quadrants ono and three, and a "d" (for "different") next to pairs from

quadrants two and four. The same procedure was followed in the

vowel 'comparison task, except "s" was to be placed before quadrant one and
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two pairs,pairs, and "d" next to quadrant three and four pairs. For practice

with the control lists of non-words, S simply placed the "s" or "d" next to

each pair.

After tnis familiarization phase, a vet of 12 practice trials with the

slides was taken. Feedback was always gi.een during practice, and throeLhout

the expriment. Trials on which a mistakt was made were taken over again

at the end of the list. If a mistake was made again, the response time

to that pair was not included in the latency analysis. The longest latency

for each S from each condition and each stimulus classification was omitted

in order to roughly correct for momentary lapses of attention and to reduce

skewness of the latency distribution.

Experimental align. In order to assess the effect of the task variable

(same letters vs. same vowels), the three groups of'Ss was the between

factor, and two levels of instruction and four quadrants of the spelling-

sound matrix were the within-suSject factors in a "split-plot" factorial

analysis of variance.

In the analysis of the control condition, the latencies to Ole

same spelling quadrants (1 and 3) were grouped together, and another

grouping from quadrants 2 and 4 (different spelling quadrants) The

same-different latencies to each of the two sets of control pairs were

included in this analysis. Again, the between-subjects factor was the

three groups of children, while the within-subjects factors were type

of response (same or different) and type of stimulus pair (words,
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letters, or nonalphabetic sy0ols).

Results

All main effects and intclactions except the triple interaction

attained some level of statistical significance. Table 1 ptesents

the complete analysis of variance of the data.

The mean response latencies for each group in each condition are

presented in Figures 1 and 2. The effect of the instructional vari-

able is readily apparent, since the response latencies doubled (and

in some cases almost tripled) in the phonemic matching condition over

what they were in the letter matching condition. Asabled readers'

performance was approximately midway between the control groups (1.44

vs. .98 and 1.69 sec.) in the letter identity condition. However, when

vowel identity was the criterion for making a "same" rempoT,qe, the

average of the disabled readers was 4.61 seci, vs. 3.09 for the

younger group, and 1.76 for the age-matched group.

A set of Scheffe post-hoc tests was performed on various sets

of means to determine exactly where the significant effects occurred.

The only difference between groups in Fig. 1, that attained statistical

significance occurred between the two control groups (F F 8.71;

df m 2.33; ( .05). No comparison between any two stimulus quadrants

attained significant or beyond the .05 level, The difference be-

tween the two conditions of instruction (an overall average of 1.37 sec.

in Fig. 1 and 3.15 sec. in Fig. 2 was highly significant (F = 32.02;

df m 1.33; 1 4 .001).
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As is visually apparent from inspecting Fig. 2, the average

latencies of the three groups differ significantly from each other.

T4)1e 2 shows the results of these tee. Four out of the six possible

comparisons atohs the stimulus .4nadrants also significantly affected

response times. Stimuli from quadrants l and 4 produced the shortest

latencies, while items from quadrants 2 and 3 produced the longest

latencies. It is worth emphasizing that the younger control group

produced the longest latencies in the visual match condition (Fig. 1),

and that the disabled readers produced the longest latencies in the

phonemic match condition (Pig. 2).

Results from the Control Condition

Analysis of variance yielded significant effects due to groups

(F .m 20.07; df = 2,33; 24.001), type of stimulus item (P = 6.32;

df = 1,33; 2 4.05) and group x item interaction (F = 7.e6; df = 2,33;

1! .01). The df for the I' ratios have been computed according to the

conservative Geisser-Greenhouse method. No other effects reached

statistical significance even when computed with uncorrected df.

Inspection aF Fig. 3 shows that the younger group was consistently

slower than the disabled readers with all three types of items. Since

the mean latencies of "same" and "different" responses did not statis-

tically differ, they have been grouped together -- hence the absence

of "same-diZferent" categOries in Fig. 2.

Schefatests were then conducted on various combinations of

means to assess where the significant effects occur.-ed. These are

presented in Table 3. The differences between the three groups can
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be seen to be significant, except that the disabled readers did not

differ significantly from the age- matched control group (Al-A3:

comparison). The younger group was slower than the disabled readers

(Al-A2) and much slower than the cadet. control group (A2-A3).

Latencies tended to be longest for Os letter pairs (B1), shorter for the

non-letter symbol pairs (B2), and shortest for the word pairs (B3). The

young control group was the only group to respond significantly faster

to one set of stimuli, being faster to real words than-to letters

or to non-letter symbols (B3 vs. Bi and B2 at A2)..

Discussion. WIen the readers were able to use visual identity as the

. criterion for sameness (e.g., "heat" and "head" are the same because

the same two letters were underlined in each word), the disabled readers

performed faster than the reading level matched second graders, but

more slowly than the age-matched 4th and 5th graders, However, the rnly

significant difference occurred betweAn the two control groups. The

average latencies for the disabled readers did not differ significantly

from either, control group. This finding suggests that the disabled

readers were ',le to make graphemic comparisons slightly faster

than younger readers and slightly slower than age-matched normal readers.

The 2 x 2 grapheme-phoneme correspondence matrix had no significant

effect upon any group in this task.

When the same word pairs were presented in the phoneme Comparison

condition, the disabled readers were significantly slower than either

control group. Further, the yeungercontrol group W4G significantly slower
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than the age-matched control group. This finding suggests that the

two tasks have isolated reading disability as being qualitatively

different from any simple form of developmental retardation. That is,

in the visual task, the younger readers were slightly slower than the

disabled group, but in the phoneme task, a complete and remarkable

consistent reversal occurred. Fig. 2 shows that the phoneme task was

indeed more difficult than the visual task of Fig. 1 for all. 3 groups.

But. the former is proportionately more difficult for the disabled

readers than for either of the control groups.

If we take the difference between the average latencies of each

group for each task, we arrive at a rough index of grapheme-phoneme

encoding efficiency. Thus, the older normal readers took an overage

of .98 sec. across the 4 item pairs in the grapheme matching task,

and 1.76 sec. in the phoneme comparison task.. This differencl is .78

sec. Dividing this difference by the larger latent), gives .44

(.78/1.76 = .44), indicating that the criterion change from grapheme

to phoneme comparison nearly doubled the average response latencies

for this group. For the younger readers, this difference is 1.55 sec.,

and the index is 1.55/3.09 m .50. For the disabled readers, the dif-

ference is 2.92 sec., with an index of 2.92/4.61 .63. This substan-

tiates the claim that the phoneme comparison task was proportionately

more difficult for the disabled group.

The quadrant from which the stimulus pair was selected seems to

have had little effect upon the older normal readers. What significant

effects did occur from this vat fable arose vainly with the disabled
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and younger groups. It is rear^nable that stimuli from quadrants 1

ard 4 led to the shortest latencies, because a nair from quadrant

is physically the same, and a pair from quadrant 4 is physically dif-

£.rent. However. pairs from quadrants 2 and 3 have no simple relation-

ship between eight and sound, and hence took longer. It is noteworthy

that even the older normal group took average of nearly twice as

long to respond to the same items in the phoneme as in the visual com-

parison condition. Thus, physical identity and physical difference

were not able to facilitate performance in the phoneme comparison task.

The results of the present experiement help to clarify some issues

in the recent reading research. Both Guthrie (1973) and Posner, Lewis,

and Conrad (1972) have emphasized the importance of individual differ-

ences in any taxonomy of reading subskills. In view of the present

results, it seems that the :ubc.!:ill of encoding visually presented

words into internally represented sounds is an extremely time-consuming

process for all groups of readers, but significantly moreso for the

disabled group. Thus, a prime source in reading difficulty may be the

complex, but categorizable, relationships that exist between spelling

and sound (Shankweiler & Liberman, 1972). The fact that the disabled

readers showed such poor peformance in the sound- matching condition,

even though the word pairs were always presented pimultaneously., casts

some doubt upon the suggestion recently proposed by Mackworth and

Mackworth (1974): "... poor readers in grade 10 have a poor lone-term

visual memory for words... (p. 60, italics added)."
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TABLE 1

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LATENCIES

Source d.f. Mean.Square F d.f.
for F

A (groups) 2 67.14 48.65 2.33 .001
subj. w. gps. 33 1.38
B (instructions) 1 229.02 233.6 1,33 .001
A x B 2 36.97 38.82 2,33 .001
B x *J1.1. w. gps, 33 .98
C (quadrant) 3'. .52 5.77 1,33 .05
A x C 6 .694 11.75 203 .01
C x subj. w. gps. 99 .091
B x C 3 .505 6.25 1,33 .01
AxBxC 6 .062 .75 2,33 n.e.
B x C subj, 99 .085
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TABLE 2
S-r

POST-HOC COMPARISONS IN PHONEMIC COMPARISON

Comparison Scheffe F

.

P

.

A1B2-A2B2 39,90 .001
A1B2-A3B2 135.3 .001
A2B2-A3132 30.6 .001
B1 -B2 32.02 . .001
B2C1-B2C2 14.88 .01
B2C1-B2C3 25.0 .01
D2C2-B2C4 10,79 .05
B2C3-12C4 19.61 .01

NOTE: A1-A2-A3: Al=flisabled; A2=Reading Matched
A3=Age Matched

B1-B2: Blphysical match; B2=sound match
C1-C2-C3-C4: Quadrants 1,2,3,4
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TABLE 3

POST BOC-COMPARISONS IN CONTROL 'CONDITIONS

Comparison Scheffe F P

Al-A2 6.75 .05
A2-A3 20.56 .01
Al-A3 3.75. n.s
B1 -B3 13.97 .01
B2-B3 6.25 .05
B3 vs 131 and B2 at A2 14.33 .01
B3 vs Bl and B2 at A3 3.01 n. a.

Bl vs B3 at A3 3.52 n. s.

NOTE: A1=Disabled, A2=Reading matched, A3= Age matched
B1=Letters, B2=Non letter symbols, B3=word pairs
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Performance in the vi,Jal comparison test :to

letters in words.

Figure 2. Performance in the vowelte comparison task.

Figure 3. Performance in the visual control condition, in willch

latencies were averaged across "same" and "different"

responses.
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RrAnING CO::271":SIT,N WTICITNCTES

IN DIA.,Wp READEaS

Eary Seifert and John T. Guthrie

Johns Hopkins University

Abstract

Two studies were conducted 1.41ch using a group of disabled

readers and normal control groups. Sixty-two Ss were given IQ,

sight vocabulary, oral reading end silent comprehension tasks.

Both studies showed silent comprehension of disabled readers inferior

to silent comprehension of controls matched on sight vocabulary and

!Q (p 4( .01). Disabled reader.; were more variable than normals

(p <:.01) on an index of comprehension scores. Some disabled

rc lders had normal comprehension skills while other Ss were

deficient. Result: indicated that comprehension deficiencies are

id2ntifiable in disabled readers and may be independent of other
ft

rending disabilities.

Published in the proceedings of the Congress of Learning
Disabilities, 1973.
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Reading :is considered to be! a developmental process, with mastery

of some skills as a prerequisite to others. Gibson (1965) has pos-

tulated that "learning to differientiate graphic symbols and learning

to decode letters to sounds" are skills acquired before the use of

"progressively higher units of structure" (p. 1067). The skills

needed for rendering letters into sounds and sounds into words are

mastered before the complex process of grouping words and rendering

them into meaning. The perception of characters, (the visual opera-

tions) precedes the development of a sensitivity to grammatical

structure and the direct perception of the wafflings of words in

Kolers' Model (1970). Though these developmental stages suggest that

word recognition skills are needed before comprehension skills are

mastered, they do not suggest that comprehension is a batural.putcome

'of correct word recognition.

Two methods have been used to measure reading comprehension.

One of these is the question answer procedure. This. method 1.9 common

to standardized tests. It involves reading a passage; reading role-

'vent questions and selecting appropriate answers. This means the

Subject must first process the meaning of the passage and then he must

process the meaning of the question. Finally, he must relate the

question to the possk;e to choose an answer. The 1fIlvel of difficulty
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of the question is also a factor in this procedure. Different types

of questiens have different degrees ef difficulty depending on their

relationship to the passage (Demuth, Manning, Carr and Pearson, 1970).

A wrong atvwer could be the result of erroneous processing of the

passage, of the question or of the relationship between them. It is

evident that this procedure confounds the task of measuring reading

comprehension.

The .other method is the clome procedure (Taylor, 1957) and its

variations. This procedure involves the silent reading or a passage

wIlerC words are randomly or selectively deleted and the subject's

task id to fill in the blank with an appropriate word. Cloze has been

used for linguistic analysis with normal reading children (Bormuth,

193G). In oreer to measure silent comprehension, the children muse

read silently with no feedl'ach, filling in the blanks individually.

This writing response requires a break in the normal, ongoing process

of silent reading, and requires a shift of the emphasis from reading

to the skill of writing. It also requires an ability to spell, which

may be deficient in poor readers.

To studies are presented which investigate silent reading com-

prehension, when correct word recognition is present, in good and poor

readers. One purpose, also was to test a method which had been de-

veloped to ascertain the amount of comprehension occuring during

silent reading.



Introduction - Study I

Coq word recognition is often considered a prerequisite for

reading comprehension. However, this does hot necessarily mean that

good word recognition skills will produce good comprehension skills

or that poor*vord recognition skills will produce poor comprehension

skills. To examine the effects of goad and poor word recognition on

comprehension, Oaken, Weiner and Cromer (1971) presented stories to

good and poor fifth grade readers. The stories wore presented under

a good word identification condition in which good readers saw at un-

altered reading passage and poor readers were taught the words in the

pa: sage. .A poor word identification condition was included in which

good readers saw a passage wit') spelling and grammar errors and poor

readers were given no aid in word recognition. Resu&ts showed that

the good readers' comprehension level was highest under the good word

recognition condition. The good word recognition condition did not

enhance the comprehension level of the poor readers over that of the
0

poor identification condition. These results suggest poor readers do

not extract meaning from reading passages in the same manner as normal

readers. It is apparent that comprehension is not only word recogni-

tion, but also the classification of the words into meaningful syntactic

relationships by the readers.

In studios of reading disability, disabled readers are usually

matched with children their own age who are 1.5 years or more higher

in reading level. It has been theorized by Satz, Hardin and Ross (1971)

that older disabled readers also lag behind normal readers their oell
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age in development of integrated lanzuage shills. They have found

that young disabled readers (ages 7-8) do not differ in language

abilities from young normal readers. Older normal readers (ages 11-

12) displayed eignificently higher lenguage development than older

disabled readers. The older disabled readers' language develc?ment,

however, was not below that of the young normal readers. These similar

levels of of language development indicate that the reading comprehension

performance of old disabled readers should be comparable to or higher

than that of young normal readers.

The purpose of the following study was to look at silent reading

comprehension abilities of good and poor readers at their respective

reading levels.

Method

Subjects

There were three groups of subjects, 12 disabled readers, 12

normal old readers and 12 normal young readers. The disabled group

had been screened to insure normal hearing, vision and emotional ad-

justment, absence of gross neurological dysfunction, a WISC IQ of 90

or hoe and 1.5 years or .more deficiency in reading.

The normal old group was selected from a Catholic School end

matched with the disabled group on chronological age an0 IQ, using

the reohody picture Vocahul ry Test. This group was also given the

Cates- acGinitie Readin Test, to insure that the group was also func-

tionin:, at hrite.,1 iev t.. The no;=.I young group was from the same

school :uvl .:otehed Ow disabled group on TQ, using the rrvr, and
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q0#-
There were no significant differences on 11Q, between the disabled

group and,he two normal groups. The young normals and disableds did

not differ on reading level and the old normals and disabled did not

differ on chrcuological age. All scores are presented in Table 1.

Dolt, groups of normal readers were judged by their teachers to display

normal social, emotional, and academic adjustment.

Materials and Procedure

Seven passages were generated, based on stores from basal. readers.

The difficulties.of the passages were primer - passage 1, 11.-passage 2,

21passage 3, 31-passage 4 based on Spache (1953) and 41 passage 5, 51-

passage6 and 61-.passage 7 based on Dale-Chall (1948). The passage

lengths were between 162 and 166 words. The passages were then written

in maze form. In the maze form. a word selectively chosen from the

story was displayed with two other words as:

apple
The ground hog walked up the near .

hill

The-child read silently and circled the correct word. The maze

task is a meaningful selection task within a context. The subject

must look at the words surrounding the alternatives in terms of both

meaning and correct grammatical structure.

The maze item always included: 1) the correct alternative (hill);

2) an incorrect alternative which violated the lexical requirements

of the slot (near); 3) an incorrect alternative which violated the

selectional requirements of the slot (apple). There were never fairer
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t a.-41 4 words between slam. itivs, with 28 items' per passage. The 2

incoert.c.t. choices for itc.ina were: either on the Dale List of 769 Easy

Words (1931) for passages primer through 31; or on the Pale-Chall List

of 3,000 Familiar Words (1948), for passages 41 through 61. The 3

choices in ecch item were rando.nly ordered for all passages.

The disabled and young normal subjects were given the passages

in groups of three, in three sessionc, each of which never exceeded

thirty minutes. The old normals were given the passages in groups

of four, in two sessions, each of which never exceeded thirty minutes.

None of the children had been exposed to the maze procedure before

seeing the materials.

All Ss first worked through four examples with the examiner.

They then completed the passages in order from primer to 61 with no

feedback on accuracy. The lea= examiner administered all passages.

Results and Discussion

The comprehension differences between the three groups were ana-

lyzed. The correct responses that each S made on each of the 7 passages

were analyzed with a 3 (groups) x 7 (passages) repeated measures

analysis of variance. There was a significant effect for groups

(F = 63.45, df = 2/33,, p <Al), a significant effect for passages

(F 4.09, df = 6/198, p ;:.01) and a significant interactioneffect

(F = 4.68, df = 12/198, p < .01).

Post-tests vith the Newman-::uels procedure for differences between

y.rnc: revoalcAl th4:t the old nomtals re.ulars' rerformanee was si.gnifi-
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were sizuificantly high(lr than the dibabled (p < .01).

Thc,performance of each group on the passages was interesting.

(S 'e Figure 1). The normal old group performed at the 88 percent level

or higher on::411 passages. The average reading vocabulary level for

this group was 6.4. Comprehension performance on maze passage 7 (61

le,!e1) was 88 percept correct, (R = 24.64 items correct), which indi-

cates that this group's comprehension level was comparable to their

sight vocabulary level.

The normal young readers had a mean reading vocabulary level of

2.6. Looking at passage 3, at the 21 level, it can be seen that the

average correct respon.se was 64 percent. The disabled readers, with

a mean reading vocabulary level of 2.5, had an average performance of

45 percent correct on passage 3 In fact, even on the simpliest

passage, the primer passage 1, performance for both groups only

reached the 70 percent level.

Thus the effect for passages showed that the old normal readers

were the only Ss whose performance on the comprehension tasks was

comparable to reading vocabulary level. This suggests that compre-

hension of sentences is a developmental process from the second to

tho fourth grade. The interaction effect indicates differences

between the disabled and normal young readers, who were matched on

reading level. rewman-Nuels post tests showed that the differcace

between performance on passfzile I was negligible. Also performance

on passages 5, 6 and 7, which were beyond either groups' reading
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their reading vocabulary level, passages 2 (11), 3 (21) and 4 (31)

were analyxed. The young normals performed significantly better than

tla; disabled group (p e. .01) on these passages. Thus though neither

group had performance on the conprehension tasks comparable to their

reading vocabulary level, the disabled group had quantitatively lower

performance on these tasks. This suggests the presence of a deficiency

in the development of comprehension skills for the disabled group.

For the complete summary of results and further discussion see Guthrie

(1973),

Introduction Study - II

The first study illustrated that disabled readers manifest reading

comprehension deficiencies in ccnparison to both chiluren who are their

same age and children who possess their sight vocabulary level. The

second study examined the effect; of two variables on reading compre-

hension in normal and disabled readers: 1) amount of .graphemic infor-

mation and 2) oral reading ability.

Nany contemporary models of reading contend that the reading pro-

cess requires the render to: 1) perceive the graphemes of words

visaally, 2) extract sounds from the graphemes and 3) derive semantic

and syntactic cues from the sour ;s of the words, which enables the

reader to "comprobond" word and sentences, ( !Colors, 1970; Gibson,

1911, GooemAn 1967). The focus of this study was on the relationshipa

ketween st:,..,es 1 and 3 and $La.,,e5.2 and 3. ere specifically the
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information is necessary to extract meaning from a sentence and l)

to what extent is word pronoorciation indicative of the level of com-

prehension.

Methods

Subjects.

The Ss were 13 normal second graders from a Catholic School, and

13 disabled readers from a non-public school. The disabled group had

been screened to insure normal hearing, vision and emotional adjustment,

absence of gross neurological dysfunction, a t7ISC IQ of 90 or above

and 1.5 years deficiency in reading. The normal readers were judged

by their teachers to display normal emotional, social and academic

adjustment. The disabled group was matched with the normal readers

on reading level and IQ. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was

used as an IQ measure with the normal and disabled groups h#ving scores

of 104.46 and 104.15 respectively. The Metropolitan Achievement Test

Word Knowledge was used as a reading level measure with the grade

equivalents being 2.73 for the normal readers and 2.51 for the dis-

abled readers. The groups did not differ on these'two criteria. Mean

.
chronological ages of the normal and disabled groups were 7.60 end 9.61,

respectively (t = 6.28, di = 25, p < .0005).

Materials and Procedures

The five silent reading passages were written in maze form, vhich

was described in Study I. Words were selectively chosen from a basal
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style story. The story was then altered by adding two words to the
Chosen words dit,playing a inaze item as follows:

Ott
The truck was full of roads.

corn

The child read silently and circled the correct word. In all tasks
the alternatives included: 1) the correct alternative (corn); 2)
an incorrect alternative which violated the lexical requirements of
the slot (on); and 3) incorrect alternative which violated the selec-
tional restrictions of the slot (roads). The three choices in the
maze items in each of the passages were randomly ordered. The two
incorrect choices were on the Dale List of 769 Easy IT, -ds (1931).
The number of words in'each of the five passages ranged from 162 to
165 and each passage was at the 21 grade level according to the Spache
(1953) formula.

The five passages were developed in the following manner:
Passage 1: The maze items in this passage were made about every

fifth word. There were 28 maze items in all. This passage was identi-
cal in form but not content to the passages in Study 1.

Passage 2: This passage was the same in form but not content as
)assage 1 with the exception that the maze items were made approximately
every tenth word, making it a 16 azn item passage..

Passage 3: There were 16 maze items in this
passage as, in passage

2. Passage 3 was modified by deleting 12.5 percent of the letters of
vords, with the stipulation that the words modified or deleted (see
pa: save 5) were not from maze items or from 2 successive words in the



context, The procedure for the deletions was the omission of the last

half of the letters of 25 percent of the words as:

for
He put ears of co-- in only lit-- truck.

his

Ail deletions were noted by two dashes.

Passage 4: This passage also contained 16 maze items. The modi-

fication here vas the deletion of 25 percent of the letters, following

the stipUlations noted for passage 3, In this case the last half of

the letters of 50 percent of the words were deleted as:

in
He go-- in hi-- truck and went do-- the ro--

picked

Passage 5: There. were 16 maze items in this passage with 25

percent of the words omitted as:

fast
The farmer and --- truck -- rock .

much

In the second task the Ss read orally all of the words in random

order, that were in Passage 1. The child received crddit for Pronoun-

cing the word correctly, If he corrected an error before moving on

to the next item, it was scored as correct.

The five passages were always given in the order of 1 to 5. The

oral reading task was administered to half of the Ss prior reading

the passages and to half of the Ss after reading the passages. All

tasks were administered by the same examiner,



Resu,tf 4eld Discussion

Results were first analyzed to relate to the question of how

much graphemic information is necessary for comprehension. The per-

formande on passages 1 to 5 was compared. An analysis was cnducted

wIth percent correct on each task for each S as the dependent variable.

A ? (groups) x 5 ( passages) repeated measures analysis of variance re-

vealed a significant main effect for groups. (F = 18.92, df = 1/24,

p 4.01); a significant main effect for tasks (F = 9.63, df = 4/96,

p 4.01). Since there was no interaction effect, the total scores

were analyzed across passages. Passage 1 will be discussed later.

Post tests with the Newman-Uouls procedure were performed. Those

showed that performance on passase2, unaltered maze, was not signifi-

cantly different from performance on passage 3, deletion of 12.5 per-

cent of the letters. Performance on passage 4 (deletion of 25 percent

of the letters) and 5 (deletion of 25 percent of the words) were signi-

ficantly lower than performance on passage 2. Performance on passage

4 was inferior to passage 2 (q = 6.0, df = 96, p (.01) and passage 5

performance was inferior to passage 2 (q = 6.91, df = 96, p (.01).

Deletion of 25 percent of the words or deletion of 25r percent of the

letters of words clearly impairs comprehension of sentences. It appears

that, however, 12.5 percent of the letters can be deleted without its

pairing sentence comprehension (Table 2). Young or disabled readers

appear to need more than 75 percent of the letters present to adequately

corprohvol sentences.
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The rel;itionship between pronounciation level compared to silent

cemprehenrion of sentences was analy3ed next. Tice oral reading task

contained the words from pansage 1. A ratio was coustructed with

performlnce on oral reading (percent correct) as the deneminarer. A

ratlo or less than 1.00 would suggest that the child could rend orally

material which he did not comprehend. A ratio greater than 1.00 would

suggeLt that the child's comprehension surpassed his oral read:mg

ability.

The normal group had a mean ratio of .99 and a standard deviation

of .09 with only 1 normal reader having a ratio lower than .90. (see

Figure 2). This result suggests that for normal readers sentence com-

prehension is very closely aligned with their ability to orally read

. the words in the sentences. Also, since the mean performande for

this group on maze and oral reading Was 89.23 and 89.51 respectively,

(Table 2) a ceiling effect did not influence these findings.

The ratio for disabled readers gave a mean of .72 and a standard

deviation of .21. This mean was significantly lower than the normal

mean (t cif =25, p,(.01). An inspection of Figure 2 shows

that this group was divided into thirds at points: .50, .70, and

1.00. As a group the disabled readers did not comprehend the sen-

tences as well as normalp. When examined individually, it is :leer

that for one third of the disabled readers, comprehension level was

comparable to oral reading ability. However, two-thirds of the dis-

abled readers were reading materials which they did not comprehend.



These finditv,s suggest that oral reading performance is quite

0 likely to be a sufficient indication of silent reading comprehension

performance for normal readers, but not for disabled readers.

.6446
441.

Summary

Two studies have examined reading comprehension abilities in

good and poor readers. The first study used materials of increasing

difficulty. The results of this study suggested that comprehension

is a developmental process. Old normal readers performed significantly
higher than young normals and disabled on all passages, including the

passages within the reading range of these 2 groups. Also compre-

hension level was equal to reading vocabulary level only for the old

normal readers. Though the young normal readers did not perform the

comprehension tasks at their reading level, their performance was

Agnificantly higher than the disabled readers, who had the same

reading level. This suggests the presence of a reading comprehension

aeficiency in the disabled group as opposed to a developmental lag inla

. these skills.

The relationship between comprehension and the amount of graphemic

information needed and used by good and poor readers was investigated

in the second study. Both groups needed more than 75 percent of the

letters of the words to extract meaning from sentences in which the

words were located, although they could comprehend the sentences with

12.5 percent of the letters omitted. This indicates that at the second

grade reading level, a substantial amount of graphemic informaLion is
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lOr necersary for comomliturtion. From this data, it cannot be determined

whether the Ss decoded the partial words into sounds and derived

meaning from the sound or whether they derived meaning directly from

the partial words.

Normal readers comprehended sentences to the same extent that

they could read them orally. If a child could read 75 percent of

the words, his maze performance was at about the 75 percent level.

However, disabled readers did not comprehend sentences to the same

extant that they could read them orally. Level of performance for

two-thirds of this group was higher on oral reading than on compre-

hension. This group used the graphemic information available to

pronounce words but not to extract meaning.

Both studies showed the disabled readers to have quantitative

deficiencies in comprehension. They also both indicated that word

recognition is not sufficient fur sentence comprehension for most

disabled readers. Normal readers process material that they can

phonetically decode in such a way to produce meaning.. Disabled

readers appear to be unable to do this. There is a need for

instruction designed to ameliorate comprehension deficiencies in

addition to instruction in visual perception and phonetic decoding.
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Figure 1 Rending comprehension as a function of passage
difficulty and group in Study I.

Figure 2 :Distribution of maze/oral rending ratios in
normal and disabled readers in Study II
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ABSTRACT

The performance of 16 normal readers and 16 disabled readers on an

auditory tsk was studied in an attempt to expose the components of per-

ception and memory underlying such tasks. A task was developed in which

items conformed to a delayed match to sample paradigm. A Standard was

followed three alternatives; words taken from the Wepman Test of

Auditory Discrimination were used as stimuli. The distribution of

errors among alternative positions was used to distinguish the components

or etrception and memory. In an 2 X 2 X 3 analysis of variance, the

main effects of reading ability and prior exposure to the standard words,

the experimental variable, were significant at (p .01). Prior exposure

interacted with position of alternative in the group of alternatives

(p .025). It was concluded that the errors on the task are attributable

to the perceptual rather than the memory component of the task; and,

secondly, that the deficit exhibited by disabled readers is almost ex-

clusively a perceptual deficit.
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One approach to the investivtion of reading disability ilea been to

asscss tJ perl:ormance of normal readers ane disabled readers on mea-

sures of the particular information processing capacities thoupt to

underlie tho reading process or its acquisition. Comparison of samples

of NRs and.Dns is expected to reveal specific areas of deficiency among

disabled readers. Auditory discrimination is a processing capacity that

has been investigated in this manner and shown to be an area of deficiency

for DRs (Wepman, 1960; Deutsch, 1964; Blank, 1968).

The Wepman Test of Auditory Discrimination (ADT) was the iLstrument

employed in each of these investigations. This measure consists of 40

pairs of wards, 10 in which the words are identical and 30 in which the

worcil differ in a single phoneme. The subject renders a "same-different"

judgment following the audition of each pair. This task, simple enough

on the surface, involves a complex procedure on the part of the subject;

he must perceive each word, hold it in memory, and make the necessary

comparison. BreaMown occuring at any phase of this operation may

result in error. Therefore, aud.l.tery discrimination as assessed by

the Vepman ADT is no simple capacity at all but a complex procedure

involving the integration of several capacities.

The present study undertook to examine the perceptual and memory

components of the auditory discrimination process and to gauge the con-

trititions =de by the separate components in the performance of normal

and disabled readers. This objective required that the task be modified,



yet scat so extensively that f;eneralixation of reaults to the %Wcq ADZ.

would not be warranted.

Since previous studio;: have reported that disabled readers tie not

exhibit a deficit when required to identify aiegle word items (Doehring

and Rabinovitch, 1969; Blank, 196d), the present task included more than

one stimulus per item. The stimuli were words drawn primarily from the

Wepman ADT. The needs of the present study required that items contain

more than the single discrimination demanded by the items of the Wepman

ADT. Items of the present task assumed a temporal structure analogous

to the spatial pattern of this example:

SHOP SHOT SHOP SHOCK

S was presented a stn ndard and three alternatives in succession. S was

required to indicate each instance of a standard to alteraati.m match

inncdiatoly after it occurred.. Any number of matches could occur in a

single item.

Perceptual and memory components are differentiated by examining

the distribution of errors over positions. In this interpretation

errors based on the inaccurate perception of a stimulus distribute

evenly over positions. This is because erroneous judgments that reflect .

the congruence or dissonance of an alternative with respect" to a faulty

perception of the standard depend upon the peculiar faults of the per-

ception and not upon the position of the alternative. Similarly, there

is no reason to suppoae that an alternative is more likely to be in-

accurately perceived an a result of the particular position it occupies.
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10' A mowory trace detxiorates eithtw 117 decay over time or by inter-

forelcc int,!rpulated ncti, Thus, errors attributable to for-

geliaA ihervase over positions. T!,c1 points will be noted concornina

Lht: rirat, i'ergortinz arfects only the standard: memory

for the alternative prior to comparison is not distinguished from the

perception of the alternative. Second, errors arising from inadequate

comparison.of alternative to standard and errors arising from inaccurate

perception of an alternative are confounded.

This interpretation can be phrased in terms of a linear function

describing the distribution of errors over positions. The contribution

of the perceptual component is estimated from the intercept; the memory

component from the degree of positive slope. Figure l provides a graphic

illustration of the linear model. In the present analysis the frequency

of first position errors is treate d as the intercept, while evidence

concerning the degree of positive slope is found in the comparison of

the frequency of errors in the first and the third positions.

The linear model assumes that the combination of the perceptual

and memory components proceeds in an additive manner. Since the con-

tribution of the perceptual component is constant, the intercept

estimates the strength of that contribution at any position. Therefore,

if errors are more frequent at the second and third positions than at

the intercept, forgetting is inferred. Any such increase in error

frequency will be directly reflected in the slope of the linear function.

Prior exposure to the standard words was selected as a treatment

variable because there was good reason to believe that prior exposure



would iL.pyve performance by facilitating the perception of the stmt.

dar0. Of particular intere3t would be differences between norwal and

disobled reLders either in the of tho mini realiaed in the treat-

ment cene.iticn or in the manner, In ter ml of the perceptual awl memory

components, in which the gains wt: e realized.

Method

Items ware constructed to maintain stimulus similarity with the

Wepman ADT. From each of the pairs on Form II of the Wepman ADT one

word served as the standard the other as the alternative in the same item.

Since additional alternatives were needed, the principal of "minimal

pairs" upon which the Wepman ADT is constructed was applied. By this

principle "different" words differ from the standard in only one phoneme.

This difference is further limited to discrepancies within a mitimal

number of phonetic (articulatory) categories.

The words were recorded on a tape recorder. The original .:ape was

then re-recorded with volume modulation to equate stimuli within items

on peak volume. Measured volume differences among stimuli within items

were hold to less than 2 db. in all but two instances. Thus, the ef-

fectiveness of volume as a cue was restricted severely.. The Ss wore

hendphones and responded by depressing a button which ignited a light

to indicate a standard to alternative match. The button presses were

recorded E.

The normal sample was drawn from a parochial school in Baltimore,

Oisablod sample came from a population of disabled readers who were

attending a remediation program tat. the Kennedy institute. Normal.



rendors were .1,Llinintered the comprohens ion and word knovledv,e subtests

of tho Metropolitan Achievement Test Primary Il and the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test which gives an IQ score. Hearing was screened on a

stead :rd andioLtAric test given en a licltone audiemeter.

The population of disabled readers were defined by these cateria:

reading performance of 1.5 years below expectation computed from CA;

completion.of first grade; lack of gross neurological, sensory, or phys-

ical handicaps; and IQ greater than 90 as measured by the WISC. The

samples were matched for age and IQ; the figures are presented in Table

1. The differences on IQ and on age were not significant.

Two between S variables, reading level and prior exposure (PE), were

combined with one within S variable, position of alternative in a

2 X 2 X 3 factorial design with repeated measures. Ss were ranked by

resi.l.ng level within the reading troups, pairs were formed between

adjacent Ss on this scale, and one member of each pair was assigned at

ranoom to the experimental conditions PE and no prior exposure (NPE).

Procedure

A single session was sufficient for all Ss. PE consisted in the

presentation of the 40 standard words. In addition a picture of each

word on an index card was presenred. A set of five words and curres-

pondtng pictures was presented. The S responded by repeating the word

and indicating the proper pictorial associate. When thb S reached a

criterion of correct performance on all items in succession in one set,

the next set was presented.

Ss iu condition PC were informed that the words to which they had



beau expoqed would appear as standards in the test. Otherwise all sa

were similarly instructed en the auditory match to sample .task. The

Lei% vas de!,eribed: vrrds voule appear in groups of four, libten

cart fully to the first word, presa the button each time this word is

repeated in the next three words, then get ready for the next group.

C assisted S in performing the first example. S than performed alone

a second eXample. If he failed, instructions were elaborated until two

exarples were successfully completed.

Results

Two types of errors may Accur in a match to sample task. A match

may be indicated when in fact no match exists; or, a match may, in

fact, exist and fail to be indicated. These two types of errors, false

positives and false negatives, respectively, were combined to yield a

single dependent variable. An analysis of variance was performed for

a 2 X 2 X 3 design with the third factor, position of alternative,

treated as a repeated measure. Criterion levels of significance were

attained by the main effects for Reading ability (F*21.907, dfml, 28,

p .001); and for PE (F04.057, df..1, 28, p .01). One interaction at-

tained significance, PE X Position (1'=4.521, df=2, 56, p .025). The

moans and standard deviations for these data are preseneed in Table XI.

The direction of the main effects vas that normal readers were

superior to diaabld readers and Ss with prior exposure made fewer

errors than Ss without prior exposure. Tice nature of the FC X Position

interaction yes that prior exposure improves performance in the first

and second alternative positions but not in the third. This can be



observed in Figure 2. This interpretation vets verified by the use of

a post hoc test: fcr simple main effects of rn at each alternative posi-

('fner, 1962). The effect of rn wan found to be sig:lifieant at

posi:ions one ind two (Fe51..5, dfr=1, 28, p .001; and P=14.15, df=1, 28,

p .05, respectively); but not at position three (P 1). In addition a

Newir.rn-Keuls post hoc test (Winer, 1962) revealed that in condition PE

significantly more errors were made at position three than at position

one; while the revarse held true for condition Nl'C, more errors were

made at position one than at position three (q=2.83, fd:=2, 56, p 05; and

q=3.19, df=2, 56 p .05, respectively).

Discussion

These results form a sensible pattern when they are arranged

according to thn linear model. Recall that in the slope, intercept

anal;sis the perceptual component is estimated from the frovency of

first position errors, while the memory component is 'revealed in an

increase in errors from the first to the third positions. Viewed in

these terms the data yield two noteworthy findings: first, the per-

ceptual component was the predominant source of errors; second, this

held true for both normal and disabled reading groups. It follows from

these findings that the deficit exhibited by disabled readers on the

task is accountable in terms of perception.

The salient aspect of the data is the lack of compelling evidence

that forgetting was a significant source of errors for either reading

grcup. The lack of significance of the main effect of position and the



interaction of paaition with redina ability in the analybis of variance

indick.tea that there was little chantle in error frequency over positions

in the performance of either rea4ing group. In the absence of evidence

for a rire in errors over pouitians forettiug is diacounted a: a sir-

nificant source of errors. Dif.%4:onces in performance, then, betwocal

samples con be adequat,A1 explained in terms of perception. Expectations

regarding the effect of prior exposure to the standard words wore con-

firmed. Pi resulted in significant gains over NPE. Evidence that these

gains were mediated by the facilitation of perception is found in Figure

2. If the effect of PE had been the strengdusning of the memory trace,

there would have been a reduction of third posWon errors relative to

first position errors. This did not occur. Third position errors were

unchanged by PE, while first position errors were reduced dramatically.

In effect, a relative increase in third position errors occurrui. Per-

ceptual facilitation indicated by the significant reduction of errors in

the first position emerges as the sole mediator of PE effects.

The failure of PH to interact with rending ability indicates the

generalizability of PE effects across reading groups. That is, there

is no evidence that prior exposure affected normal and disabled readers

differently either in the size of the gains realized or in the manner

in which these gains were achievca:.

The deficit exhibited by retarded readers on the iresent task

was not unexpected in view of previous research on tasks of auditory

discrimination. It seems refloat:able to assume that the results obtained

with the W44an ADT arc; qualitatively similar to those obtained with the
1



present instrument. 1110 stimulus similarity was insured by making

direct use of the Wellman ADT materials. Response similarity is less

straightforward. However, dela>.(d match to sample items, such as those

used here require a succession of private "same-different" judgments.

Thus, an equivalence exists .between the implicit response on the present

task and the explicit response on the Wepman ADT. The present findings

may therefore be generalized to the Wepman

The significant decrease in errors from the first to the third

positions in the NPE condition poses a problem for the additive linear

model. A decrease in errors over positions is explainable only if the

notion that the perception of the standard improves over time is accepted.

The present study t. nor_ designed to test that notion and rrovides no

basis for Its evaluation. In addition, there is the indi4atin of sig-

nificant forgetting in the PE condition. This can be resolved in one

of two ways: either forgetting is unique to that condition, that is,

is somehow engendered under that condition; or, forgetting is. abiquitous,

but is only discovered when perceptual errors are reduced by PE. Of these

the latter is more plausible. The acceptance of either, however, would

not mitigate the conclusion that the predominant source of errors is the

perceptual component of the task.
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TABU: I

STATISTICAL SLDDLal! OF SAMPLES

MAT
Ill CA Comprehenst

Normal Readers
(n =16) 1 113.0 9.08 4.49

SD 8.52 .41 .37

Disabled Readers
61=16) X 106.75 9.18 1.93

SD 12.77 .99 .40

4



TABLE II

CELL MEANS AND STAND RD DEVIATIONS

2 3

Normal Readers PER 2.43 2.71 3.86
SD .98 1.98 1.93

NPE 11 4.78 3.89 3.78
SD 1.79 .93 1.48

Disablnd Readers PER 4.25 5.63 .1;13
SD 2.92 1.69 .83

NPE 7.35 8.00 5.88
SD 3.06 2.20 2.75



rrGunn CA TION

1:S60i:a I Additive linear model of performance on the auditory
discrimination task.

Figure 2 Interaction of prior exposure and position.
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